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CHA.PTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Ao The Problem and _its Significance 

.Submerged arc welding has been successfUlly applied to 

a wide variety of' steels, including low-carbon and medium 

carbon steels; and many of the well-lmown alloy steels with 

special properties of heat resistance, corrosion resistance 

and high strength. 

There are two features of the process which contribute 

to its application for many different steels and metal. (1) 

P:i;-otection .for the weld metal during the operation. This 

is obtained with the f'lux material. The flux necessary. for 

satis.facto:rr.f welding is spread into the joint in granulated 

rorm in front of the advancing electrode wire and 

surrounds it thereby reducing oxidation and preventing 

harmful contamination. Flux contains the heat; a.f.fecting 

deep penetration. (2) Welding current: an important 

feature in submerged arc ·welding process because it arfects 

the depth o.r penetration and a visually and mechanically 

acceptable weld. The greatest value :ts in welding long 

groove welds (longitudinal or circumferential) and thick 

plate~ The extensive use or this process has proved o:r 

great practical value :tn saving both time and labor, as 

well as a definite improvement in welds~ 

The welding machine manu.racturer's specifications 
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recommend current and voltage settings f'or plain. low carbon 

steel and low carbon consumable steel electrodes. However, 

no recommendations are made for other type of steel base 

metals or type or consumable steel electrodes. A search 

of the literature &'1d inquiries made to the American 

Welding Society and Hoba1"t Brothers Company, Troy, Ohio, 

have revealed limited information on this needf'ul data. 

These facts motivated the author to propose the investi-

gation. 

B.. 'i'hesis Objectives 

The primary objectives or this investigation are: 

1. To present a discussion or known submerged arc welding 

variables and their general affect on weld bead appearance. 

2. To design an experiment to investigate the affect on 

weld joint strength and hardness distribution across the 

weldment by using (1) four diff'erent welding currents, (2) 

three different steels base metals a.rid (3) two different 

electrodes as variables in the experiment. 

3. To establish the welding technique and procedure to 

control welding variables4 

4. To collect unavailable data about the submerged arc 

process by experimentation and statistically interpret 

this data. 
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C .. !3Ummary of Findings 

To accomplish the project, several t1"ial investi-

gations of' pr-elinlina1"'y nature were per•for.:ned to facilita~ce 

the effectiveness of statistical design with regard to 

accuracy and reliability. 

During the experimental phase, various difficul t~.es 

were encountered such as continuous current fluctuations 

during the welding opera'cion. It was not possible to 

control that because of several reasons discussed in 

Chapter IV. However, the limits of particular machine cur-

rent setting are approximately .:! 15 ampe1"es. 

The following conclusion. were drawn from the experimen-

tal l"'esults. 

1. The welding cur~f'.\ent 550 amPt~-o!'es was found the mos1' ap-

propriate setting for maximum tensile strength of these three 

steeJ.s {M J.020 ·' SAE 1045 and SAE; 1095) investigated with 

C-10 and C-20 electrodes on the particular machine. 

2. Tensile strength of weld joint increases with a corres-

ponding inc1"'ease in apparent carbon contents of those three 

steels with both electrodes (C-10 and C-20). 

3 The use of C-10 and C-20 electrodes have produced cons:l.d-

erable variation in tensile strength on SAE 1095 steel weld 

joints, than that of IJl 1020 and SAE 1045 steel join-cs with 1n 

the current range of 450-600 amperes. 

4. An increase in curi"ent within the J."'ange of 450-650 
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amperes increases penetration and .increases the 

reinf'oreement metal on SAE 1045 steel weld bead with e-20 

electrode {see photograph in Fig .. 4). 
;>.. The width or weld bead increases as ·the voltage 

increases on SAE 1045 steel weld bead with C-20 electrode .. 

Channel. size {see photograph in Fig .. 5-) increase.s wi.th 

incx-ease in voltage. 

6. The bead size increased as'. the speed is decreased on 

SAE 1045 steel weld bead with C-20 electrode (see photo-

graph 1n Fig. 6)0 

7.. As the wire inclination is increased more 1-reld metal 

is deposited on the right side o.f the weld bead center line 

with re.spect to the direction of welding on SAE 1045 steel 

weld bead w.ith C:-20 electrode (see photograph .i.n Fig.. 7) • 

8.. The current within the range of 450-600 amperes · 

increases '.the hardness of weld zone o:r M 1020 steel and 

:SAE l0!-1-5 steel and decreases the hardness of weld zone of' 

SA.E 1095 &teel welds :with electrodes e-10 and c--~o Q 

9• An increase in current within the range of 450-600 

amperes doe.a not affect the hardness of weld zone o..f all 

three steels With e ... 10 electrode but C-20 electrode with 

same range ... of current has significant ef'f'ect on hardness of 
weld zone. or all steels. 

10. Hard,."less or weld zone and heat-affected zone increases 

With an increase in carbon contents of" all individual steels. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Weld1ng involves knowledge of' physical sciences and 
1 

of the industrial processes. The p:r1ncipal sciences 

im10lved in welding are Physics, Chemistry and Metallurgy. 

or these, the Physics problems are the ones most often 

neglected,, the most complex and least understood. Thesa in-

volve heat,, mecl1anics, electi-•icit~r, magnetism and thetr 

complex interrelationship in the welding arc. 

Welding has progressed from the manually applied bare 
2 wire to ·!;he .tiJlly automatic continuous electrode process 

and beyond :!.n a short period of years. The extensive use 

or these processes have proved of great p:r>actical value in 

industry because of a definite improvement in tensile strength 

and appearance of weld joints. 

The combin.a-'c;ion of welding cur•rent and voltage is a 

vitally important feature for the quality (tensile str~n~th 

and appeai ... ance) of the weld in the submerged arc vmlding pro-

cess. Joint prepa1"'ation is also a important criterion in 

welds. The wide application of this process in the welding 

field necessitates more investigation of the essential feaJcures 

affecting the process. 

The historical development of this process is closely 
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related to the development of methods to protect 

deposited3 weld metal from the contaminating influence of 

the atmosphere. The need for such protection was 

recognized early. in the pi1 ocess of electric arc welding~ 

Many and varied were the attempts to utilize some material 

which would afford effective shielding of the weld. 

The principal forms of sl1ield1ng that were tried in 

an effort to exclud94 air from contact with the liquid 

metal 't'.Jere the gaseous envelope, a protective coating;> 

which may be gas-forming or slagging, applied to the 

electrode and mci.terial laid in powder form along the 

·weldlng joi.nt. The coated electrode was probably the most 

significant factor influencing the world wide adoption of 

welded cons·truction by the metal working industry. With 

this development came mechanized welding that might tend 

to reduce the dependence on the weldlng operator" 

However, the problem of introducing the welding current 

while continuously feeding the electrode was very 

difficult in the mechanization of welding with coated 

electrodes. Various composition of powdered fluxes or 

protecting materials were developed and the methods of 

welding involved their separ-ate lntroduction into the 

welding zone and this becomes known as submerged arc 

welding. The use of somewhat bigher currents than were 
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practical in manual welding and the characteristics of' 

some of ·the ma·terials added to the welding zone often 

produced higher intensity of arc action. This featu::.~ is 

essentially helpful where deeper penetration in the weld 

joint is required" 

In ttrn submerged arc weJ.ding process there is no 

visible5 evidence of the passage of current between the 

welding rod and workpiece-. The welding rod is not in 

actual contact with the woI'kpiece" but the curr·ent is 

car•ried across the gap tf.1rough a special granulated 

material.. This material becomes molten due to arc l1eat 

and is ·!;he 'basic feature of the process~ The entire 

welding action takes place beneath the granulated material. 

Radiographic6 studies also l1ave indicated tbat there 

is no :'arc~' burning during most of the opr.:.n-•at;ion in 

submerged arc process and metal is depos:tted into the 

joint by high-r-a.te electr•olytic proocess. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE SUBMERGED ARC WELDING PROCESS 

9 The Nature or an Electric Arc. 
11An elect1~1c arc is a sustained electrical discharge 

through an ionized gas. It is initiated by an avalanche or 

electrons emitted from the hot cathode and sustained by 

thermal ionization of hot gases." 

Much of what· goes on in and arov.nd an electric a:r,e is 

imperfectly understood and that which is !mown is best 

understood by 'the physicist." 

However~ certain fV.ndamental concepts are accepted as 

factual and therefore will be presented. One must recog-

nize that in order to achieve metallic bonding of theora-

tieal strength metal surfaaes must be chem1cally cleaned 

and atomically smooth. Variance from these two conditions 

on real metal surfaces is attained b;y- (l) surface 

irregulatities~ (2) an oxide coating,, and (3) an adsorbed 

moisture layer on the oxide coating. Yet when two such 

base meta.ls are brought into physical contact at room 

temperatUJ."es mint.ites welding (of· low strength). takes place 

at co,1tacting asperities. This occurs through the 

f'ollo-vdng mochan:l.sm: when asperities contact under pressure 
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the moisture layer j_s displaced to the low spots on tl1e 

surface, the brittle oxide layer fractures and allows 

minute metal•to-metal contact and a metallurgical 

atom-to-atom bond. However, when pressure 13 :released, 

mcst of tl1e sr;:all welds are broken clue to elastic 

sprlngback of the plastically cJefor·med metal regions. 

These difficulties are minimized by the application of the 

heat which decreases flow stress allowing more metal 

surface to come into contact:. va.por:lzes the moisture layer, 

melts the oxide layer (if non-refractory}, and reduces 

yield st1 ... ength (which in tum lowers the r:·1ae;n:ttude of 

elastic springback). 

With this backgr"Ound; a more deta:tled explanation of 

establishing and ma5.ntaining an electric arc follows: 

When an electrode sur.:t'ace and base metal surface are 

brought into contact at asperities, the adsorbed moistu.re 

layer is displaced, the oxide layer is frc1.gmented, and 

metallic bridging occurs at E-ieveral small localized areas. 

This in effect creates a sho1~ c5.1•cuit in the electrical 

system and current values drastically increase as voltage 

drops to zero-. Since air-lined voids between contacting 

surfaces and metallic oxides are poor conductors of 

electricity, the small metallic bridges carry this current 

and constrict it causing extremely high current densities. 

Such high current densities cause rapid localized melting 



and vaporization and electrons are 11 boiled outn from the 

cathode surface initiating the arc and the electrode is 

separated from the base metal to maintain proper arc 

length. 

The arc is sustained by these high energy electrons 

travelling towards the anode and colliding with hot gas 

molecules in the arc vicinity, ionizing them and releasing 

other electrons to propagate the cycle. 

The difficulties encountered in controlling this 

current and obtaining a finite value for it during the 

submerged arc process is presented in the Investigation 

of Variables in Section IV. 
B. Submerged Arc Process 

Submerged arc welding; is a fUsion welding process 

whereby coalescence between a consumable electrode and 

base metal parts is accomplished by means of an electric 

arc submerged under a granulated flux. The entire welding 

takes place beneath this granular flux, part of which 

becomes molten metal during the welding cycle. After 

solidification, the resulting hard glassy flux is removed 

and the weld exposed. There is no visible arc between the 

welding electrode and the workpiece during operation. 

The current is carried across the gap throv.gh the flux,, a 

finely granulated,, fusible mineral material which is 
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substantially .f'ree from substances capable of evolving large 
2 amount of gases during welding. Current densities oi' 40,,000 

amperes 01" rj1or~ pe1" square inch are commonly usedo This plus 

fluxshield are the contributo!""'J factors which make possible 

the deep penetration, higl1 welding speed and high quality of 

.. i;hese welds. 

Fluxes are made according to several ct1emical specifi ... 

cations ai1d several ranges of pru."'ticle size. The choice of 

flux will depend upon the welding procedure employed,, the 

type of joint, r~~x1 the r.oi:1position of tbe material welded. 

Tbe flux_, when cold, is a non-conductor of electriciJcy but 

in molten state it becomes a bighl.y conductive medium. 

It is necessa1"y, therefore, to provide an initial conductive 

path for the weldi~1s cU1"'rent when the weld is started. Tb1s 

is sometir.1es accori1plished, particularly with A. C. powei", by 

placing a small wad of steel wool between the end of the weld-

ing electrode and the workpiece bGfore the welding current is 

switched on. The welding opeI•ation is usually stal"ted by 

strikix1g an are beneath the flu.."'C on the wo!'kpiece. The heat 

produced by these methods causes the surrounding fJ.ux to become 

molten by the continued flow of welding current. The upper, 

vis1ble portion of the flux is not i;:eltcd. It remains unchanged 

in appearance and properties, and it can be reused. Dur•ing its 

molten state, the flu.,"'C serves as a tl1erma.l insulator.. Tbis is 

a contributing factor which makes possible the deep penetration,, 
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high welding speed and high q1.ui,li t~/ of' those welds. 

Generall~l,, nearly two volumes of base metal are rused for each 

volume of filler metal. 
l~ Welds tis.de ·with su.hme:i:iged t3.rc welding process,, have 

highel' degree of ductility; impact st11ena;th, unitoi~n:i.ty # 

density 1 and ~ow n1t~gen content thr.::n that of othel:' w·eld-

!ng p:riocessen~ Figs. 1 and 2 1nc1:tcate features o:t" the 

submerged S.!'C vrelding process. 
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CHAPTER IV 

L"f'VESTIGATION OF VARIABLES 

A review of the available literature and present 

knowledge of the Hobart submerged arc welding machine 

(8GO ar.iperea maximum) indicates several factors which 

affect the properties of a weldment made by this machine~ 

The discussion which follmrn centers upon the Hobart 

manual which is for ·'carbon steels". The date therefore is 

non-specific and the author will supplement this general 

discussion with the results from an investigation of 

certain factors related to SAE 101.~5 steel base metals. 

A. Def1Idtion of Fundamental Terms 

Current: An electric current consists or motion or 
electrons in a definite direction in an electric circUit 

which is the path of the moving electrons. If movement of' 

these electrons is to continue in a definite direction~ 

this path must be continuous. This is knOl'm as· closed 

circuit. If at any point :tn the circuit, is said, that 

the path is of such a character that motion of the 

electrons is prevented, the circuit is said to be open. 

Whenever an electric current flows in a cireuit it 

produces a heating effect and a magnetic effect. 

Potential Difference or Volts: A genera.tor or a 

battery is a source of electromotive force where as the 
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.voltage across a resistance in which a current ls :flowing 

is a potential difference. 

Resistance: The resistance of' an electric circuit is 

a pl:-operty of the conductor forming the circuit and depends 

upon the length, cross-sectional a1"ea, and temperature; 

and upon the material, whether copper, iron brass etc. It 

is expressed by the equation~ 

R:.:;; p L 
--r 

where R is the resistance in ohms, L is the length, .A. is 

the cross-sectional area, and the greek letter p (rho) is 

a constant called resistivity. The resistivity or a given 

material is numerically equal to the resistance of a wire 

or bar of the material which has unit length and unit 

cross-sectional area. 

Ohm's Law:. It has been determined experimentally that 

the voltage required to force a current through a. circuit 

of constant resistance R is proportional to the current. 

This is lmown as Ohm's law. Ohm's law is expressed by the 

equation, 

I• E 
R 

where I is the current in amperes: E is the electrical 

pressure in volts and R the resistance in ohms.. However, 

this law is applicable only to steady or non-time varying 

voltages and currents. R is a runct:ton of temperature 
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and, even at a fixed temperature R is a constant only for 

linear resistances. An arc is non-linear and the relation-

ship is not completely known. 

B.. General Discussion of Variables 

A review of the available literature and present 

knowledge of' the 800 amperes Hobart submerged arc welding 

machine indicates the :rollowing list of variables. 

l • Welding CUJ?rent 

2. Welding voltage 

3. Welding head speed relative to the joint 

4. Electrode feed rate 

5.. Diameter of electrode 

6. Inclination or the electrode relative to the Joint 

7. Electrode chemistry and type 

8. Welding flux chemistry and screen size 

9. Base metal chemistry and geometry 

10. The nature or the weld joint 

11. The number of weld passes 

12. The welding pro.cedure 

lu Welding current: As implied in the discussion 

"Nature of an Electric A1--cn and stated in {A) above the 

:relationships of current voltage, and resistance in a.n el·ec-

tric arc are not well defined. Further, this relationship 

is fUrther complicated in the submerged arc process by the 
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action of the molten f'lu.x. Udin~ Funk and Wulff have stated 

that action during welding is only partially attributed 

to an electric arc and that trans.fer of the electrode to 

the weld Joint is augmented by electrolytic action. 

A third .factor .for consideration is the volt-amp~ 

characteristic or a (D.C. motor generator set) and the 

volt-amp. characteristics or a welding arc. Graphically 

superimposed, this relationship is shown in Fige 3. For 

a given arc length, the machine has stable operation at 

the lower point o.r intersection. I.f the arc length changes 

the machine :rhuntsl! for the new volt-amp. relationship. 

It is evident from the plot shovm in Fig. 3. that when the 

amperage to which an arc-welding machine has been set is 

changed, another characteristic curve is obtained. It 

also shows what occurs when the length of the arc is 

varied. As the arc length increases currnet decreases and 

voltage increases ror a particular volt-amp. setting. For 

conventional arc welding a long arc results in a poorer 

weld, because 1 t has more t'endency to wander and be 

unstable, and air has more opportunity to come in contact 

with molten me.tal in pool. Since the coiled electrode,, as 

well as the base metal has certain non-homogen1ety of 

composition, the joint resistance fluctuates. Therefore, 

the current changes and since electrode feed rate is 
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interdependent with current:i there is a time lag to overcome 

mechanical inertia of' electr•ode in order to correct current 

change. Ur~dercorrection and overcorrection continually occurs. 

All of which is to say, maintenance of a constant current dur-

ing a weld pass is virtually impossible and tl'le limits of a 

particular machine current setting use approx:tma·tely ± 15 

amperes. Theref'oreJ all following discussion recognizes, etc. 

15 amperes variation. An unknown effect on weld current 

may be attributed to power line loading with other electrical 

machinery on campus. This could not be determined but 

recogniz~d. Increasing current increases heat,, consequently 

deeper penetration. 

2. Weldil?f>:i Voltage: As discussed welding current section the 

volt-amps, characteristic relationship, voltage also varies 

in the submerged arc welding process. For a given arc length, 

the machine has stable opera·cion at the lower point of inter-

section. Arc length du37lng ope;i:tation varies because of surface 

irregularities of base metal and electrode feed rate does not 

maintain a constant gap be·C;ween the ·base meJcal and electrode, 

consequently the voltage changes. However,, the voltage vari-

ability i .. ecogn1zed during the operatiion was :t 1 volt. Fluc-

tuations are less than that of curre~1'c in welding action. 

However,, the interaction effect between voit .. ampo was not tested 

for this particular machineo The width of' the weld bead in-

creases as the voltage 
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increases in general. 

3. Welding Head Speed Relative to the Joint: 

The electrode is automatically fed into the welding zone 

While the welding head moves relative the base metal in a 

longitudinal direction. The head speed is constant through-

out welding cycle and independent of voltage, current settings, 

and electrode feed rate. As the welding head speed is de-

creased the penetration is inc11 eased and width of the weld 

bead is increased. The shape of the weld bead becomes flat 

as the speed decreases (Hobart Manual). 

4. Electrode Feed Rate: It is dependent upon current set-

tings and independent of' electrode diameter. No electrode 

feed rate setting :ts provided on the Hobart submerged arc 

welding machine. Increase in current inci->eases the melt-

ing rate of electrode and consequently more metal is trans-

fe:c>red to tl'le weld zone. 

5. Diameter of Electrode: There is no general rule on gap 

clearance with :respect to the electrode wire diameter but the 

gap clearance is always less than that of the wire diameter. 

Standard diameters of electrode are available. Hobart elec-

trodes are available in size of 3/16.s 5/32, 7/32, 1/8, and 

3/32 inch diameter. Size of the electrode wire affects the 

current carrying capacity and consequently heat input is 

changed because current conductivity depends upon the size 
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of the wire. It is possible to estimate rough value of 

amount of elec.trode mixed with base metal with lmo·wn 

feed rate. 

6 o ?lectr~de _9herrgE_!2ry and .?.'lP~: It is impossible to 

specify an exact composition {Hobart Manual)o It has 

been specified in rage (refer Table No. 4). Ingred:tents 

of electrode wi:re ai"'e non-homogen0ously dist1~:tbuted in 

electrode coil. The compositions of ea.cc trodes :include: 

low·-carbon steel, low-carbon alloy steel_. high carbon 

steel.• etc. 

7. W~ldi:r:1.f4]'1~~-~hem~str"J and Screen Size: The granu-

lated welding material is available in various grades, of 

s1:tghtly different composition. Each grade is available 

in various ranges or particle sizez. The choice or grade 

and size is dependent on the composition of metal being 

welded, the thiclmess of metal, the design of the ·Held, 

the quantity or current used, and the speed er welding. 

The size or particles used considerably af.fects the nature 

of' the weld. It is generally more desirable to use the 

coarser sizes en light-gage material and with lower cur-

rents, and to use the finer sizes for thicke1" base metal 

and higher C'.lrrcnts. A suitable depth of flv.x itlll give 

a fast, quiet welding action. If' the layer of flux is 

too deep., the gases genera.ted during the welding action 

cannot escape. The weld ·may have ;:-i. 11mountain range )I 
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appearance, rough and uneven; or, porosity may result. 

A shallow or inadequate flux layer will permit arc 

flashing and a resultant porous weld. It is important that 

the i"lux be kept clean and dry. Dirty or damp flux will 

give porous weld. 

8. Base Metal Chemistry and Geomet.!7_: Thiclmess of 

base metal is significant in submerged arc welding process. 

By single or multi-pass welding it is possible to weld 

materials from 18 gage to several inches or more in thick-

ness. In multi-pass welding, weld metal is refined due to 

the post-heating action on each laye1 .. of weldo 

9. Edge Preparation: Particularly for heavier weld 

sections the edges of the metal must be prepared for sub-

merged arc weldingo A level edge preparation is usually 

necessary on thicknesses greater than 1/2 inch. If any 

materials, such as lubrAcants, are used to prepare the 

edges for welding, they may serve as weld contaminators 

and must be removed by proper cleaning. (Hobart Manual). 

10. Positioning the Work and the Welding Wire: 

The metal parts must be held firmly, accurately to 

minimize distortion during welding action. This is true 

for both large and small assemblies. In general, the 

flat position is most ideal for submerged arc welding, 

although many assemblies are welded in the horizontal 

position. The work piece should be accurately leveled for 
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welding the thicker sections. 

The placem:nnt of' the ·weldln~ wire in rela·bion to 

the weJ.d joint :ts most impoPtant :tn submerged arc 

weJ.d:i.ng. The welding; wire should be on the cente1., line 

of: "GhE; joint -ro"I: p~act:i..cally all butt jo:lnts, particu .. 

1arly if the pieces tci be joined a.1"~ 01- equn.1 '!.~l:l:tckness. 

If: the p:teces a1"e un0qua1 tn thickness, the \'·i:lre may be 

nlove ... , to""1·.,!:'I~ tt·1r--· "'"i.-."' "kf">•" rJ-~ r:>ce· • , .. t \'l{°';".1.-U ,1[ ~ VL.i'. .... \..r ......... .._ l~ J..,... .. o Fol" somo sect:i. ons, 

i:·reiding cond:i.t:tons may be imp1"0Ved by po:i.nting the H0ld-

ine; wire e:U;ber· :rort'1'a1.,d op baclcward!I fo1"m:tn.g an nngle 

wii:;h the weld seam.. If the wire slants in the direction 

of the i·reld in progress, this :ts a forward poi.nt; when 

the wire slants against the weld travel,, a baclcwar·d 

pointo A backward point;i.ng wi:re gives greater penetra-

t:ton, a naz-row higher'!'"Cl"own weld. .A .forward pointing 

w:tre gives decreased penetration wit;h a wider, flatter 

crown. A backwai--d pointing wire, up to 45° from the 

vertical, may be usE:.d. .ror weld:ing tl11n sections 1Jf gage 

material. (Hobart ¥.tanual}. 

11. ~Ees of Joints: The relative positions of 

two pieces being joined determine the type of joint. The 

basic types of welded joints are: (a) butt joint (b) lap 

joint (c) T joint (d) corner joint {e) edge joint- Bead 

weld, groove weld, plug weld and fillet weld a.re some of 

the type or welds. T"Jpes or welds Will affect the weld· 

j.ng time and number or welding passes.. The number or 
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weld passes depends upon the thickness of the section. 

Square butt joint was considered for weld joint in this 

experiment using one pass on each side of' the base metal • 

C. Variables Effect on SAE 1045 Steel 

l. Experimental Phase: Certain factors must 

be determined and controlled to produce a satisfactory 

weld. The three main factors which control the welding 

conditions are current, volt.age and head speed. The 

author expe:r•imented w1th those variables on SAE 1045 

steel of 1/4 inch thick With Hobart ·type C-20 electrode. 

A one inch section was talcen out from each bead weld 

specirnen and surface. ground on grinder (See Fig. 8) for 

smoothness. The Buchler" Handlet grinder {Fig. 9) was 

used to polish each specimen. Photographs ot• both gp.~in .. 

ders are displayed in Figures 4 and 5. Arter that, all 

specimens were treated with an etching solution (con-

sists or 30% alcohol, 30% distilled water11 and 5% nitric 
acid) .for the distinction bet·ween the weld meta.1 and par-

ent metal and then were photographed in a group or three 

specimens shown in Figures 4, 5, 6_, and 7. 
2. Discussion of Variables on SAE 1045 Steel. 
Welding Current~ Current has significant ef'fect 

on penetr>ation of weld me·cal in $Ubme1-ged arc welding 

process. An increase in curr-snt increases penet~ation 

and increases ·too volume o.f reinforcement metal. '!'his 
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is because an increase in current will produce more 

heat and consequently increase the melting rate of 

electrode. As the current decreases the weld bead 

size is l.,..educed (Fig. 4) • 

Welding Voltage: The width 01' the weld bead in-

creases as the voltage increases. Penetration increases 

with an increase in voltage. A channel appeared on 

weld bead of eaol'l specimen. Channels size is increased 

'°li th increase 1n vol tag·e in submerged arc process. 

(Fig. 5) • 

Welding Head Speed: As the welding speed is 

increased, the penetration is decreased and less weld 

metal is deposited in unit time. The bead size is in• 

creased as th.e speed is decreased. The bead obtained 

on each specimen was uninterrupted and uniform (Fig. 6). 
Wire Inclination: As the wire inclination is de-

creased more weld metal is deposited on the right side 

of the bead center line with respect to the direction 

of welding in submerged arc welding process. The wire 

angle was considered zero degree(o0 ) in the perpen-

dicular position of wire to the base metal and angles were 

changed in the same direction of the weld travelo 

(Fig. 7) • 

The author concluded that the effects of welding 

current, voltage and speed upon SAE 1045 steel weld bead 
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With Hobart type C·.-20 electrode subffiiantiated the fact.s 

abou'c the $ame va.:riables ef.f.'ect on car·bon steel using 

a C-10 electrode lr.i the Hobart 1na.nual. The same Pl"O-

cedure could be used to at·t;a:tn the effect of these var-

iables on SAE 1095 steeJ. but t;his was felt not necessary 

since the inve::r'cigat:lon on SAE 101~5 steel confirmed tbe 

pr¢Vious results on S...!\E 1020 steel. 

It was necessary to excercise cont1"ol over all t.he 

other affecting variables as listed to exclude thei~ ef-

fect upon the weld joints. Those spec:l.fic factors which 

were varied and their eff'ect noted was those of ·welding 

current and electrode feed rate 3 welding voltage, weld· 

ing head speed, ba.se metal chemist~y and electrode chem-

istry. Sufficiently observations, of preliminai"Y inves• 

tigation, substantiated the facts about unifoi~a appear-

ance and adequate re:J.nforcement of' beads on the plate 

at specific welding vol-'cage and welding head speed. 

Therefore, welding voltage and welding head spead were 

set constant in £inal investigation. No separate set-

t:tng has been provided to cont1"ol the electrode feed 

rate on the Hobart submerged arc welding machine. Howeve:r.:i 

the electi .. ode feed rate is a ru.nction of welding current"l 

dUl."ing the welding action. 
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Each baoe metal specimen was machined to a standard 

geometry before and arte.;.") welding. The electrode diameter 

and inclllr..a.t1on, the welding flux used, tne type of tteld 

joint and welding procedu.re was standardized from test to 

test. Nelding current, base metal chemist1--y and electrode 

chemist~y we1~e considei'ed as· variables for this thes1:$ 

project. A:rt.er final machining, each welded specimen was 

first tested on a Roci..:well hardness tester to find the 

hardness gradient in the weld zone a.nd heat-affected zone~ 

Then the specimen waa tensile tested in a Bald-Tate-Emery 

machj,.ne for str.~ngth of Weld joints. 



. a 
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CHAPTER V 

FACTORS AFFECTING HARDNESS DISTRIBUTION 
IN STEEL WELDf!JENTS 

1. Alloy Trans.formations or Pure Iron: 

Upon solidification at 2802 F, iron assumes a body-

centered cubic structure (delta iron). At 2552 F this 

structure changes to non-magnetic face-centered cubic 

etructure {gamma iron) • This structure persists dol'm to 

1670 F where it transforms back to the body-centered c~bic 

structure {alpha iron). Between 1670 F and llJ·l4F alpha 

iron is non-magnetic. Below 1414 F alpha iron is 

ferrdmagnetic. 

2. Ferrite: 

The solid solution ( substitutional type) of' carbon in 

alpha iron. A maximum of 0.025 to 0.03% carbon (depending 

upon reference} may be dissolved in ferrite at 1333 F. At 

room temperature the max1mum percentage of carbon which can 

b.e ;tn solution in :rerrite is about 0 .• 006 to 0.008% car•bon 

(depending upon reference). Alpha ferrite, then, is almost 

pure i1aon and has the properties of low hardnessJl low 

tens:tle strength, and good ductility. During cold-wor•king 

of' steels, f'errite (normally, alwa.ys present) is the 

micro-constituent that .1s strain hardened rather than 



cementite. 

3. Austeni te 

Austenite is a solid solution of carbon dissolved 

(intez•st:ttially) in gamma iron (F .c .c). The solubility or 
carbon in gamma iron increases on fallj.ng temperatures to 

1.7 to 2.CYfo carbon at 2066 F and then decreases to o.80-

0 .. 83% carbon at 1333 F ( et1:t;ectoid temperature) • At 1333 F 

(if equilibriuml~J' cooled and unalloyed) or lower (if 

undereooled or alloyed but not drastically quenched),, the 

austeni te transforms to pearli te in a eu·tecto.id reaction. 

Austenite itself, unless it has been extensively cold-

worl{ed,, is I>elat"i vely so1't and tough and has only 

moderately high strength properties. 

4. Pearlite 

Pearlite consists of laminations of ferrite and 

cementi te in a mechanical mixture type of alloy. I·t is the 

eu·tectoid transfor'mation end product (on cooling). It 

always has a carbon content of 0.80-0.83% in over-all 

compos.ition.. The laminated eutectoid structure, when 

properly etched, has a pearly irridescent luster. 

Pearlite is a relatively brittle structure, &"ld during 

cold-worh:ing operations severe def•ormation of it is 

impossible. In general, stra1n-ha1 .. dening of ferrite 

contained in pearlite is not sufficien·t to cause it to 



recrystallize at any temperature below the critical range. 

5. Cementite 

Cementite is an intermetallic compound of iron and 

carbon called iron carbide, Fe3c. cementite is very hard, 

brittle, abrasive-resistant and virtually non-machinable 

by conventional cutting tools. Iron carbide is actually 

metastable; with sufficiently long holding periods at 

temperatures even as low as 1000 °F, it is found to 

decompose completely, yielding an iron•rich solid solution 

plus graphite (free carbon in most steel, g:vaphitizat1on of 

Fe3c does not occure except after holding periods of weel<s,, 

months, or years at relatively high temperatures). 

6. Marten3i te ----
The term martensite, as originally proposed, designated 

an unstable, hard, brittle, needle-like structure in 

quenched steels. The structure is formed without diff'usion 

(contrary to nucleation and grO'Wth transformation). 

HoweverJ tl1is tlleory is being questioned since about 1957 

by quenching austenite at a critical cooling rate (a rate 

which suppresses the A1 or eutectoid transfo~nation 

temperature). The mechanical properties of the martensite 

itself, in steels are high hardness and brittleness. The 

properties of steels containing martensite va~- consider-

ably depending upon amount of carbon, section size. 



quenching ti .. eatment 3 Etc • 

l1 -~ -r..; 

Combinations of metals with other met:als or vdth some 

non-metals such as carbon,· boron, silicon and phosphorous 

al:-e known as 11alloysn. 

8 •. Phase 

A phase may be defined a.s a homogeneous phyeioally 

distinct, and mechanically separabl~ poi ... tion or a.n: alloy. 

9. Ferrous 

alloya which c.ontains iron as the principal ingredient 

are class1.fied as 1'ferrous i: and. all others are known as 

' 1non-fex-rous 11 • 

1 O. Allotro21c 

Metal which can exist in theoolid state in two 

lattice forms are said to be 11 allotropic:! and the change 

from one lattice f'orm to another is ealled an :r allot1"opic 

change. 11 '!'he most n~ta'ble eY..ample of such a metal is iron 

which may be fe1."TOUS or ferric • 

11. Transformation 

The shirt ftr'Om one crystal to ai:1other i.s called 

11 transf'orir.a:tion. 11 

12• Critical Ran6e 
The temperature range in which austenite converts {on 

cool1ng)to either ferrite plus austen1te (steels wi·t-n 
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eompositiona w1th:tn the limits of' 0.006-0.008% c and 0.80-

0.83% C) or cementite plus austenite (steels with 

compositions w1th1n the limits of 0.80-0.83% C and 1.7-2.0'fo 

C) is usually termed the cr-1 t1ca1 temperature range of the 

steel. The temperature (variable depending on over-all 

steel composit.ion) at Which the precipitation type trans-

f'onnation of austenite conversion begins (on cooling) is 

called the upper critical temperature (A3). The lawer 

temperature boundary of' this range is log:i.cally te"!"."med the 

lower critical temperature (A1 ) and always signifies the 

conversion of austenite to pearlite in a eutectoid reaction 

trans.formation~ 

13. Equilibrium (Constitutional,, Phase) D~~g£am 

A diagram depicting the phases and phase changes that 

would occure for a particular alloy system during 

equilib~ittm (lowest energy state f'or giiJen temperature) 

heating and cooling. 

14. Isothermal Transf'orrQ.ation Diagpam 

Non-equilibrium cooling diagrams (for steels) showing 

the temperature Vs. time relationships for a given 

transformation (precipitation and/or eutectoid --by 

nucleation and growth} to occure f'or a particula:i::• alloy 

compositiono The iVIs and M.f temper-ature lines (time 

independent---not nucleation and growth) may also be 

superimposed on the. T-T-T ( time-temperatutae-transformation) 



diagram. 
15. Eutectic 

A entect;ic is defined as an intimate physical mixture 
of' two phases having a definite composltion a;!; particular 

temperature showing liquid to solid transformation. It has 

the lowest liquidus temperature, and the liqUidus and 

solidus coincide so that it melts and solidifies like a 
pure metalo A eutectoid actually can be seen with a 
microscope to consist of a mixture of two phases. 

16. Eutectoid 

It is a point where an already solid pl"lase transf'orms 
to an intimate phys:tcal mixture of two other solid pl1ases 

kn~m as a. ';eutectoid''. The eutectoid which is formed in 

iron-carbon alloys is called pearlite because it consists 
of alternate microscopic layers of cementite and ferrite 
so that it• s appearance when observed wi·t;b a m:icroscope 

resembles that of' mother of pearl. 

Bo Preface 

Since the hardness distribution across the submerged 

arc weld is one o.f the responses measured in this thesis 

investigation.J a review of some metallurgical fUndamentals,, 

as they af'fect hardness, subsequently follow. Jt is 

necessary to point out that the reader should not const.rue 

this discussion to be an explanation of the experimental 

results but rather a presentation of pertinent f'undamentals. 

Tbe t·wo topics (a) Hardness Distribution in a weld of' 
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annealed steels and (b) Hardness Distribution in a 

Hardenable Steel assume the filler material iised in these 

fUsion weld are of the same chem1.cal composit:ton as tl1.e 

base metals. Further some exposure to the atmosphe~ 

during welding is assumed. 

Additional factors that the experimental results are 

presented U..llder (C) Hardness Distribution in E:xoerimental 

Welds in this chapter and are discussed more fully in chap.,.. 

ter VIII. 

C • Metallurgical Stems for Discussion 

A plain carbon hypo-eutectoid steel: .A plain carbon 

hypo-eutectoid steel is one without special alloying 

elements and has the microstructure consists of cementite 

grains and pearlite grains. Also assume the pearlite 

grains are some arbitrary size. Upon equilibrium heating,11 

the pearl1te grain do.es not alter its .form (negligible 

adjustment in the ferrite of the pearlite) or• its size 

except by thermal expansion until 1330 °F is reached. At 

this temperature and with time 3 the pearlite transforms to 

austenite grains of the same size. As the temperature level 

is :tncrea.sed, the austenite grains grow in size by dissol-

ving the cementite. This occurs throughout the critical 

range and ends at the upper critical temperature with all 

of the cementite grains atomically dissolved by .. the 



austenite. Further increases in tempei--ature continue to 

increase the austenite grain size until melting occurs and 

crystalline structure is destroyed. 

D. Hardness Distr.ibution in a Weld of Annealed Steels 

The Austenite-Pearlite Trans:rormation in Ferrous 

Metals: The grain s:tze and mechanical properties with 

an overall carbon content less than tl1e eutectoid amount 

( O .83% C) assume that this st.eel has been equ:tlib1 .. iumly 

cooled to room temperature and consists of' fe1"Tite grains 

and pear lite grains or some arbitrai-•y size. Upon 

equilibrium (a rate to maintain homogeneous low internal 

energy state). the pearlite grain does not alter its form 

(negligible adjustment in ferrite of the pearlite) or ~~ts 

size except by thermal expansion until 1333 °F ( the lower 

critical temperature) is reached. At this temperature and 

with time~ the pearlite {eutec.toid mlcroconstituent) 

trans.forms to austenite grains· of' the same size. As the 

tempe1~atu1"e level is increased, the ,austenite grains g1 .. ow 

in size by diss.ol ving the ferrite. This occu1--s thx-oughout 

the critical range and ends at the tipper critical temper-

ature with all of· the ferrite grains atomically dissolved 

by the ausi;enite. FUrther incr-eases in tenipera.ture 

con-t;inue to increa.s.e the austenite grain size until melting 

occurs and erys·tall1ne structure is destroyed. 



A Plain.Carbon Hyper-eutectoid Steel 

A plain carbon hyper-eutectoid steel is one without 

special alloying elements and has an overall carbon content 

greater.than the eutectoid amount (0.83% C). Assume that 

this steel bas been equilibriumly cooled to ro.om temper-

ature so. that of the pearlite .ro1 .... med by cooling austenite 

non ... equilibriumly · (bu-'c not forming martensite) depends 

upon (a) the cooling rate (b) the original g1"aj.n size of' 

the a.ustenite, and (c} the temperature level at w'hich 

cooling is initiated. 

Steel exhibits a single phase structure at elevated 

t$mpe1"'8.tures ca.lled austen1te (gamma iron). The austenite 

decomposes on cooling according to the T•T-T (Time-

'l'emperature-Transf'ormation) curve. Eveey steel has its 

own T-T-T curves; a typical one being shown in Fig. 10 . 

.. /.\s hardness will be used as a measure of the metallurgical 

changes, hardness readings are superimposed on the diagram. 

It l1as been stated that the hardness in steel, 

excluding the martensitic structure depends upon the 

cooling rate, or to say it another way, the hardness 

depends on where the cooling rate curve has pass.ed through 

the end of transformation curve (d) o A very slowly cooled 

(coarse) pearlite has a hardness o.f about 12 Rocla1ell C. 

while more rapidly cooled {very fine) pearlite is 43 
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Rockwell C.. Any ha1~dness wi'Gbin this range may result 

from a cooling lying between the two. It is also a fact 

that the hardness of pearlite (laminations of' ferrite and 

austenite)is related to its grain fineness, that is a 

coarse pearli te refers to 'Ir.ride spacing between the 

cementite platas. Synonymously, the fineness of pearlite 

is designated by the thicl:mess of' the ferrite strLlcture 

between tl'1e cementite plates in pearlite. The conclusion 

from the foregoing discussion is that the hardness is 

inversely related ·e;o the mean ferrite path (thickness of 

the rei.,rite region). A shoi.,ter ferrite path results in the 

hai.,der pearlite than a linger path. The T-T-T curve for 

any steel changes slightly as the austenite grain size 

changes. The austenite grain size in an ordinary steel 

varies nearly directly with the maximum temperature to 

which it is heated. Thus, if' a steel is heated just above 

the lower critical tempe1.,ature, the austenite grain size 

is small. If it is heated higher;J the austenite gr·ain size 

is larger. It is commonly said that large grain size gives 

higher hai"denability. More explicitly, the larger the 

austenite grains, the less rapidly pearlite nucleates and 

finer the pearli te gi.,ains whic 11 are harder than coarse. 

This show nucleation also enhances the formation of 

ma1"'tens1ta in steel with carbon greater than 12%. 
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Schematic T-T-T curves are shom1 in Fig . 11, :ror two 

specimens of the same steel but of' dif.ferent austenite 

grain s:tze. Since the maximum temperature to which a steel 

is heated deten"'lines the grain size@ We can say that the 

curve to the right is for a steel that has been 

austen:ttized at a higher temperature than the one at the· 

left. 

A steel having two d:tf'f'erent austenite grain sized is 

cooled from the austenitizing temperature according to the 

dot·ted line on Fig : • 11 • The fine grained austeni te begins 

to transf'orm be:Pore the coarse grained austenite. 

Consequently, the· fine grained austenite goes to a coru."ser 

pear>lite than the coarse grained austenite. Thus, changes 

taking place during the cooling affects the hardness of 

steel. All other things being equal, a steel with a finer 

austenite grain size t1 .. ansforms to a sorter product than a 

steel of coarser austenite grain size; that is to say, if 

the one piece o:r steel were heated to a higher temperature 

than the other one and then both were cooled a·t the same 

rate,, the steel that was heated to a higher tempera.tu.re 

would be harder s:tnce it would precipitate a finer pearlite 

From the above, it is now possible t.o dis.cuss the hardness 

distribution :tn a welded annealed steel. Referring to 

Fig~·., 12 there is no change in hardness in the region that 

:ts ~:; fa1, .t'rom tne weld that the temperature did not reach 
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Fine grained pearlite 

Same steel cherni3~ey 

Curve 

Time 

Fig. 11: Effect of grain sizl! on iso~hermal 
tran:Jfomation 
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the lower critical temperature for steel. As we move 

closer to the weld center line, the hardness gradually 

begins to increase. It reaches a maximum just; before the 

fUsion or melted zone. In the fusion zone the hardness 

drops off, although it remains slightly above that of the 

base plate. 

Fig. 12. Hardness distribution about a weld in 

hot-finished mild steel. 

The increase 1n hardness is noticeable in all zones 

{heat-affected zone) of the steel heated above the lower 

critical temperature. In areas relatively far removed fror11 

the fusion zones this increase is as much due to grain 

refinement as to cooling rate. However, the increase in 

hardness as the fusion zone is approached is explained by 

the :fact that the maY..imum temperature is higher as the 

fusion zone is approached. This means that the austen1te 

grain size is increasingly larger; on cooling, the pearlite 

spacing is less. It is also aggravated by the fact that 

higher austentizing temperatures give more complete 



solut:i.ons of carbides, wbich increases tbe hardenability 

of this region. The n10.r>tensi te cruest:lon does not ente:i:• 

into ttie fusion weld:l.ng of' ttomogeneous low-ca!'bon steels. 

The Hardness of the Fusion Zone 

The hardn~ss of the f'us1on zone may be greater than 

that of the unaffected base metal because the high affinity 

of" liquid steel for nitrogen from the welding atmosphere 

increases the hardness of the deposited metal. Nitrogen 

in iron acts much like carbon~· Tl1e solubility of nitrogen 

at !1igh temperature is much more than the nitrogen 

solubility at low temperature. Again, like carbon, the 

nitrogen is in interstitial solution at high temperatures. 

The similarity between the iron carbon phase and the 

iron-nitrogen phase diagram is stril{ing. The eutectoid 

structure, which is an intimate mexture of alpha and gamma 

is called braunite or iron-nitrogen pea.rlite. On rapid 

cooling, iron-nitrogen ::austenite 11 transforms at low 

temperature to the iron-nitrogen ·rmartensite:-. This iron-

nitrogen martens1te is more harmful that wha'c in a weld as 

it is more embrittling. That is to say, the increase in 

hardness is relatively slight, but tl:le loss in ductility 

is great. 

Hardness Distribution in a Hardenable Steel 

In this section we shall discuss the hardness along a 



weld on any steel which is capable (self quenching) or 
forming ma.rtensite at the cooling rates encountered in 

fUsion welding. The har"dness pealc is a martensi tic region" 

This region will be very brittle and have little ductility~ 

The forrna.tion of the martensite in this region is enhanced 

by the .fact the prior austenite grains in this region ·were 

laroge. For this reason, more martensite is formed than 

from relatively fine grained parent plateo Preneating and 

postheat±ng Will decrease the deleterious effects Of 

martensite in the heat-ai'i'ected weld zone. The preheated 

region will decrease the cooling rate and thus decrease 

the likelihood of ma1•tensite while post heating will temper• 

any that has formedo In multipass welding, succeeding 

passes will temper any martensite formed in the passes 

already deposited. 

Hardness Distribution in Experiment Welds 

The exper:i.mental welds were, as previously stated a 

made by the submerged arc process using a face pass and 

a root pass for each welded joint. The covering of flux, 

in all likelihood, excludes the atmosphere a.n.d prevents 

the absorption of nitrogen and its effect on hardn~ss. 

The :f'lux covering also decreases thermal gradient 

thereby allowing slow cooling of the weld bead which 

coarsens the austenite grain and increased hardness. 



However slow cooling prevents the f'ormation of' any 

ma.rtensite by sel.f quenching. 

In the experimental welds, different types of 

electrodes were used with different types o.f steel ba~e 

metals. Therefo.i"e, :tn the fUsion zone there will be carbon 

compositional gi ... adients giving rise to hardness variations. 

These comments in chapter V serve as backgrouncl 

information for the discussion of hardness results in 

chapter VIII. 



CHAPr:L'ER VI 

DESIGN OF THE EXPER.IMEN~! 

A. Glossary of Statist;l8al Terms 

Population: A populat.i.on is a complete se·t of 

observations on a particular characteristic. For example" 

the height of every student in a particular college. 

Sample: A sample of obser•vations drn:wn from the total 

population in question. From the sample 2 infe1?ence about 

the population can be mathematically made. 

Random Sample: .A sample drawn in such a way ·tl1at all 

potential observations o:e a particUlar population have an 

equ.al chance of' being selected. Not a hetergeneous 

mixture-type of selection but rather an unbiased selection 

based on tables of random numbers. 

Hypot;hesis: A hypothesis is a prediction (or 

assumption) about a factor 1 s af'fect on a particular 

situation. Whether this p1--ediction is true or not is 

ascertained by tl1e !'test of significance 11 • 

Test or Significance: A mathematical test based on the 

no!"mal curve distribution of observations to determine the 

·truth w·ithin the confidence lemits of' the hypothesis 

previously made~ 

Type I Error: The type I error is an er•:ror which ma;y· 
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be made when using the test of significance. This is the 

error of rejecting a tJ."V.e bypothc~is. This percentage of 

all possible samples leading to the committing of a type I 

error is called tbe significance level. 

T~rpe II Error: rrt1e type II error is an erro:..~ which may 

be made 't·1ihen using; the l'test of signif'icance. 11 This is 

·the error made by accepting as true a hypothesis that 1s 

actually false. 

Variance 

a. Range: It is a measura of variation which is the 

diff>erence between the largest and the smalleot obser-

va:cions. 

b. Standard Deviation: The square root of the variance 

is called the "standard deviation," which is also v.sed as 

a measure of variation. 
2. 

2 _ l:Cy- ,uJ 
cr- - "' where cl' is the variance, µ 

the mean, y's the observations, and N the number of' 

obser-vations. F. 
- _ I:.CY- .U) 
" - N is tl1e standard deviation. 

B. Exp]:anation of Statistical Design 

Genera.1: The major attribute of' using statistical 

techniques to plan the collection of data and the analysis 

the:reaf·ter stems frorn the multiplicity of factors which may 
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affect a glven investiga.t:Lon. Statistical techniques help 

to bring order to the.prog:ramming and synthesis of data. 

One may statist:tcally .des:tgn an :tnvestigation which 

inhibits the ef.fect of certain factors and amplifies ~he 

effect of othe1'"s. · 

The design of' an experiment is concerned with 

planning an experiment in such a way as to permit the 

collection oi" experimental data with the de.sired degree. of 

accuracy at minimu..m cost~ The best design in any given 

situation depends upon the data to be accomplished, the 

nature o.f material with which one is working, and the 

degree of precision desired. 

rt is a common charactei"istic of experiments in widely 

di verse fields o.f research, that when they are repeated., 

the effects of the experimental treatments vary from 

trial to trial. This variabili~y introduces a degree of 

uneer-tainty into any conclusions that are drawn from the 

r-esults. This var•iability or lack of reproducibility .1.s 

termed ar1 ''experimental error. 11 Even· after a number of 

repetitions of the treatment, or replications as they are 

called, the investigator still does not know by how much 

the results would be changed if the e.:;::.periment w-ere 

repeated rurther under the same conditions. This 

discrepancy o:f the experimental results is not completely 
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eliminative. Hom:rver., ·t;his variability can be lessened in 

ex.tent wj_th the application of' modern statistical techniques. 

A statistical teat that enables the expe1"1mentor to 

mathi2HiiaticaJ.1y decide on this dou11t is the "test of sit;nif'i-

canc.:;." Tlie purpose of a test of hypothesis is to check the 

p:i?ediction against a sample of data from the population and 

not the entire populat:ton data. Therefore, the conclusion 

thus reached is not a:twa;ys correct. One of.' t'lrm kinds of' 

errors .• called type I error and type II error, may be com-

mitted due to rejection or acccpt;ance of' hypothesis. These 

involve the risk of re,jecting a, hypothesis which happen$ to 

be corrent (type I error). When a hypothesis is accepted that 

io actually false is type II errorH P1~babilities of 0.05 

and 0,01 are most commonly used for this risk. The tests are 

said to be made at the 5% and 1% significance levels re-

spect;ively. 

Tl1e significant criteria, in designing the experiment, 

are to desiGn. as many controls as possible to make the ex-

perimental error as small a.s possible. This could be ac-

complished by selecting the proper stat:i.stical technique 

and by increasing the size of experiment through the provi-

sion of more replications or by the inclusion of addit:lonal 

treatments. 
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.Significance of'. Replication 

Since variability is universal, replicati.on of' given 

conditions should be p~ctical 1n nearby all experimental 

work to show the degree of' reproducibility attained in the 

expe1~iment.. It is s-tated that the two oondit1ons7 

necessary to obta..in a valid estimer.te of experimental eri.,or 

are replication and mndomizationo Hence 3 replication is 

an important feature or experimental wo-rk. The more 

replications,, the smaller the error variance in the 

experiment .. 

The number of replications f'or an experiment ·Wi-11 be 

de't!.ermined by the f'ollow1ng cr-J. teria. 

1 • Homogeneity or the experimental materlal 

2. Degree of precision desired 

3. Ava1lab11:tty of the equipment and personnel 

!Jo .. Scope o.f the · experimental work 

The Function of Randomization 

One of the essential f'eatures of randomization is that 

it should be an ob.jective unbiased procedure. To arrange 

'things in random order does not mean Just to manipulate 

them into some order that looks haphazard. It is the means 

of insuring that a treatment will not be continually 

favoured or handiGapped in successive replications by $ome 

extraneoua source of variation, lmown or unknoim. A verrff 

important fUrther use or randomization; ·howaver :Ls in a 
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si·i;uation where a substantial amount of' uncontrolled 

-va.ria.t1on a.rises from subjective effects due to personal 

l>iases of the people taking part in the experiment. These 

include the experimentor himself. Systematic biases may 

be guarded against by randomizing the order in which the 

operation is pe1 .. formed on the different treatments in a 

replication~ It is generally advisable to randomize even 

when it ls not expected that there will be any serious bias 

from faiJ.ure to randonuze. From the preceding discussion, 

it ls evident.that failure to randomize at any stage.:na.y 

introdu¢-e bias unless eithe1 .. the variation introduced in 

that stage is negligible ox· the e;.cperiment ei'f'ect1vely 

i--a;.'1donu.zes itsel.f. 

!?_pli't Plot Design 

After considering the availability of the experimental 

material for the purpose of this. project, 1 t was deterc11ined 

to U$e th.ree di.fferent kinds of: steele,, two di.fferent 

Hobart type electrodes and four different currents. 

Considerable mechanical difficulty was encountered in 

changing the electrodes often on the automatic welding 

machine during prelimiP..a:cy stage o:r the experiment. With 

this background information, the author decided to use a 

split plot type design. This design will especially 

provide the inf·ormation on (1) the effect of currents on 



hardness of weld zone and heat-af.fected zone of dif'.ferent 

steels weld joints with different electrodes (2). 

Interaction between steels and currents with different 

electrodes on hardness ot: weld zone and heat-affected zone 

o:r weld joints and (3) the effects or hardness on different 

steels with the respective electrode. 

Statistical test wais not conducted for the ef'fect o·f 

current on tensiJ.e strength of the weld joints because 1t 

was recognized that visual exanunation and a tensile test 

was suf.ficient evidence to select the proper current 

setting for the welding situat·ion in quetion. Ma..ximum 

tensile ,strength was detected at a particular current 

setting. This optimal current setting reproduced with 

little v.a1 .. iation in tensile strength test results given in 

table 7. However3 it .is possible t.o conduct statistical 

test for this by taking more steel specimens 1n the 

investigation. The author did not try to do this test 

statistically becau5e of limited 'Stock material available 

and lacl{ of proper equipment. 

Three diffeJ:Oent. steels with four different curren.ts 

were laid out as split plots within each type of electrode. 

The total twelve specimens, ·rour or each steel~ were 

·treated with :rour different currents along with the Hobart 

type c-10 electrode~ termed block # 1. exhib:lted in table 1. 
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TABLE I 

BLOCK# 1. HOBART TYPE C-10 ELECTRODE 

Type 
of Current in Am:s· Steels :!50 600 500 55Q 
M 1020 l 2 3 4 

SAE 1045 5 6 7 8 

SAE 1095 9 10 11 12 

Perfonnance Random Specimen Ourrent 
order number number in Amps. 

1 44 8 600 
2 33 4 600 
3 ~7 11 550 
4 7 12 600 
5 54 9 450 
6 08 1 450 
7 64 10 500 
8 24 2 500 
9 29 3 550 

10 40 7 550 
11 35 g 450 
12 37 500 

LAYOUT OF # 1 • PLOT 



With the same treatment of cu:i..,rents to another twelve 

specimens along wit.h the Iiobarif type 0-20 electrode, cal.led 

block #2. exhibited in table 2. Thus the whole experi-

ment w~s split into two blocks. Specimens in each block 

were randomized by using the table of random permutation 
from.table8·No. 1. 

Controls Applied 

The work matei"'ial used was the comm~I'cial variety or 

M · 1020,; SAE 10~·5 and SAE 1095 steels ;tn ten :t:eet length,, 

one and a half inch Wide· and one-·fotWth irioh thick plates. 
For one block twenty-four work pieces were needed.. This 

ten feet length was eubd:tvided into fifteen equal work-
pieces, each of eight inches long. Tt1e worli:piece length 
wa$ decided from oons1de~at1ons of minimum requirements for 

the tensile test machine and maximum length being limited· 

by the length qf the stroke of shaper.· The shaper was used 

to size the .test ·piece afte-i· welding . .. · . 

These twenty-four pieces wei.,e divided iti three equal 

b&tches. Th~ first. eig.bt p:l.eces cut from SAE 1020 steel 

forming the firs~· bat~ch, the second ·e1ght pieces cut from 

SAE 1045 steel .t9timing the second batch and third eight 

pieces cut from.SAE 1095 steel foiming the th1:t>d batch. 

Each of these specimens in each block were randomly 
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TABLE 2 

BLOCK # 2. HOBART TYPE C-20 ELECTRODE 

Type 
of current in Amps. 

Steels 450 !)Oo 550 600 
M 1020 13 14 15 16 

SAE 1045 17 18 19 20 

SAE 1095 21 22 23 24 

Performance Random Specimen Current 
order number number in Amps. 

l 33 16 600 
2 01 13 450 
3 26 15 550 
4 42 17 450 
5 94 24 600 
6 62 18 500 
7 86 22 500 
8 17 14 500 
9 77 20 600 

10 79 21 450 
11 72 19 550 
12 89 23 550 

LAYOUT OF# 2. PLOT 
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assigned to dif'feren-c CUl"'l.~nt settings and with Hobart C-10 

and C-20 electrodes l"'espectlvely to block_# 1 .. and blocl{ # 
2. Welding jig was utilized as an aid to reduction o.f dis-

tortion in weldments. After• welding!/ the specimens were 

machined with a shaper and filed fo:t• smoothness and 

f'latness for hardness test an.d tensile strength test. 

Welding voltage and heat speed were set constant for each 

weld joint. The electrode feed rate is dependent upon the 

amot.t.-rit or ourx·ent during the welding operation. 'l:Jelding 

flu..x chemistriJ and type:; diameter of electrodes and number 

of weld passes on each side of' ·the specimen were constant. 

The flux used was ne'w. 

The following variables were considered f'or this thesis 

investigation 

1. Welding current 

2. Electrode chemistry and type 

3 • Base metal chemist:r-y and geometr'Y 

The other pert:tnent vn.riables, ·were set constant to 

minimize t.heir effects on weld join-c~ discussed in chapter 

rv. 
In this way an attempt was made to redtwe th.a variables 

investigated and the experimental materlal 1·ms s-tratif'ied 

in homogeneous subgroups. 
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CHAPTER VII 

EXPERll·'lENTAL SET UP 

The following paragraphs contain a list of materials 

and equipment used in the experimental phase of this thesis. 

A. E'iaterials and Equipment Used 

M 1020 Steel: Commercial merchants• quality of work 

material.? obtained in ten feet length.I' one and a half inches 

wide and one-fourth inch thick plates sawed into eight inches 

long pieces. 

SAE 1045 Steel: Commercial merchants' quality of work 
rnaterial, obtained in eleven feet length, one and a one-fourth 

inches wide and one-fourth inch thick plates sawed into eight 

inches long pieces. 

SAE 1095 Steel: Commercial merchants' quality high 

carbon steel, obtained in eleven feet length one and a one-

fourth inches wide and one-fourth inch thick plates sawed into 

eigt1t inches long pieces. The chemical composition of these 

three steels given in Table 3. 
Electrodes: Commercial Hobart's C-10 and C-20 grade . 

copper coated coiled electrodes of 3/16 inch diameter were 

used. The chemical composition of Hobart arc welding 

electrodes shot~1 in Table 4. 
The author recognizes that the base metals and the 

electrodes used in this investigation were not materials with 



fin:l te chemical compositions nor do the specimen.a ex .... 
hibit finite mechanical properties. Therefore,, such a 

conclusion as: depth or penetration increases linearly 

with increasing current :f'or an X percent carbon steel., 

cannot be made in absolute terms • Howeve1", usable data 

in terms of material composition and property ranges may 

be collected and :lnterpre·ted statistically witl1 a reanon-

able degree of confidence in the resultso The conridence 

level may be increased by proper statistical design., 1J.1-

creased number of samples, or by obtaining base metals 

and electrodes ·with more narrow ranges or composition and 

properties. This latter con·crol may be accomplished 

through requisitions for special quality materials and 

correspondingly, special prices4 Even though steels 

may be purchased from one rur-.cace batch, chemical varia-

tions exist; in this expei,,imental investigation, expense 

prohibited use of' these special qual:!.ty base materials 

and variation was handled statistically. 

~: Submerged arc welding flux, obtained from the 

Hobart Brothers Company, Troy, Ohio. 

Backing_: Copper plate, obtained in one foot length, 

t'wo inches wide and one-fourth inch thick. 

Welding Head: Hobarts multirange automatic arc 

welding head, obtained f'rom Hobart Brothers Company, Troy~ 

Ohio.. A 800 emperes motor generator welding machine is 
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TABLE 3 

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF STEELS 

IN PERCENT BY WEIGHT 

c Mn P max. 
0.11-0.24 0.25-0.60 0.040 

0.43-0.50 0.60-0.90 0.040 

0.90-1.30 0.35-0.50 0.040 

S max. 

0.050 

0.050 

0.050 

The above figures obtained from the Steel Buying Handbook 

by Joseph T. liyerson & Son,, Inc. 
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TABLE 4 

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF HOBARl' ARC WELDING ELECTRODES 

Hobart 
Type 

10 

20 

Above figures are maximum obtained from the Hobart 

Automatic Welding Wire Selection Guide. 

Physical Properties of Hobart Electrodes as Welded 

Hobart Tensile Elongation Rockwell Typical 
Type Stren~th Hardness uses for 

(in 211 ) Welding (psi 

10 55,000 30% B-70 Mild Steel 

20 75,000 26% B-75 Heat Treat-
able Steels 

Data obtained from the Hobart Automatic Welding Wire 

Selection Guide. 
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used as power source to provide welding current 1'01 ... 

submerged arc welding head having arc voltage control. 

Model MCV-501_,500 amperes, 40 volts. (See Fig. 13). 

Jig: Jig was designed to reduce as welded distortion 

and consequently reduce experimental error. 
:Metal Hacksaw: It was used to saw the test specimen 

into required length 2 obtained from Armstrong-Blum Manu-

f'acturing Cmnpany. 

Shaeing Machine.: 18 inch industrial shaper, obtained 

.frorn. Gowd and Eberhar>dt) Newarl-c, N. J. with 2 H. P. General 

Electric induction moto1". 

Rock".rell I-Iard.."1ess Tester: Obtained from Wilson Mechani-

cal Instrument Company, Inc. 383 Concord Avenue;; New York, 

1J. y. 

Baldw1n-Tate-Eme1"y Testing Nacl1ine: Tensile testing 

machine, hydraulic,, obtained fi"om Baldwin ... Lima-Hamil ton 

Corpora'i;:ton. Philadelphia 42, Pa. :Man.ui"actured in 1955, with 

120JOOO lbs capacity. 

B. Expe1"imental Procedure 

1~ Control or Distortion: Distortion in weldments may, 

in part, be caused by unequal cooling rates or base metal 

at different locations within the joint area. High therrnal 

gradients are inherently reduced by the submerged arc weld-

ing process since the heavy flux covering retards heat loss. 
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As an aid to reduction of distortion and for main-

tenance of joint clea:r·ance through ou.t the welding operation, 

a welding jig was fabricated, to hold the test specimen 

during welding, by Mr .. M. K. Smith, Industrial Engineering 

department, V . P. I . , Blacksburg, Virginia . 

2. Pre1iminartJ Inv~~tiga~ion: It was necessary to make 

trial investigaJcions locating the approximate settings 

(of current, volt.:: welding head speed,, etc • ) for a un.i . .fo:rm 

and uninterrupted weld b·9ad on flat plate held in welding 

jig. 

Trial beads were depos:tted, using HobaJ:>t's C-10 and 

c-20 elect1->odes, on flat steel plate~ Varying welding 

machine settings were inspected Visually for bead appearance 

and the most appropriate set of conditions were established 

as baselines for the main investigat::ton. 

The base metals used wei,,e commercial merchants' qual:l:ty 

r-1 1020, SAE 1045, and S.ilE 1095 hot rolled steels. Chemical 

composition o:f steels given in Table 3. The copper coat;ed 

coiled electrodes usad were commercial Hobart's composition 

of those electrodes is given in Table 4. 
Further, the most appropriate set o:f' conditions :ror 

each base metal and electrode combination were applied to 

an actual square butt joint weld with a face pass and a root 

pass. The specimens 't'lere jigged for ea.oh pass. Initially, 

new flux 't'tas used as a joint bacldng o The a:u·thor welded 



Fig. 13. notograpn r sub ~ d arc welding chine. 
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approximately thirty specimens with different combinations 

of weld machine settings o After this test specimens were 

cleaned, machined, and tensile tested to find acceptable 

weldment. No acceptable ·weldments resulted from this 

initial investigation. Flux inclusions and gaspocl(ets 

consistently appeared in the weld zone of' all specimens 

welded using a flux backing. During welding, much difficul-

ty was encountered with elect1,,ode sticking. Much experi-

mental time was devoted to overcoming the problem of produc-

ing defective welds. As previously stated, many combinations 

of welding machine variables were attempted to obtain ac-

ceptable weldments but with a flux backing, no satisfactory 

combination could be found. 

A copper backing plate 1/11· inch thick and l]J inchs wide 

was utilized and more specimens were welded. By using a face 

pass and root pass~ slag inclusions and gaspockets were 

eliminated. The copper backing did not fuse to the weldment 

because of its h1gh thermal conductivity dissipates heat faster 

than the base metal. The rate of heat dissipation depends 

upon the size of the backing and Joints length. However, it 

is possible to weld without using backing in submerged arc 

welding process by designing diff'ere<:1t type of weld joints. 
For example, Vee type joint needs no bac1dng and is generally 

practiced for weldments in indust1-.y. 

However, f'inding and using the proper joint 'baclcing,, 
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the p:r'Oper number tJf' weld passes for a particular joint 

geometry;> and preventing weldment distortion are major 

points ·t'1hich mv.st be resolved before any usable data can 

be obtained from var~fing other f'actors. 

3 ~ Main Investi€;ati9n: '11he Information procured dur:.tng 

tbe trial investigation was used to eliminate some vm."iables 

fJ."'om the main investigat;ion. The steps ment;ioned in a trial 

investiga:tion {preliminary investigat;ion) were repe(<lted and 

the readings for tho hardness number and tensile strengtl1 were 

obtained.. The hardness m.easurements of high carbon steel 

(SAE 1095) we1~ accomplished wiJch the 11Bx•ale ;; spile1 .. o ... conical 

diamond periet1"ato1 .. and 150 kg. load on ·the Rockwell Hardness 

Tester 4 All hai"dness measurements for three dif'fei"'ent steels 

we:ee convej.""ted into 'B • Scale in order to facilitate the com ... 

putation and compar·ison. The tensile strength readings were 

attained in pounds on. the tensi.le testing machine arnwas con-

verted into pounds per squa.r•8 :lnch. The data collected during 

these tests are presented i.t.'1 Tables 5, 6, and Appendices A,B~ 

C ,:i a.rid D. '!'he specimen for hardn.ess and the specimen for 

tensile test was the same. The hardn.ess test was peri'ormed 

prior to the tensile test;. It was conclud0d that ·che iden-

tation (depre3sion) marked due to hardness test had no ei'i'ect 

on tensile test specimens because all the tes"(;ad specimens 

we:c>e broken at locations other than the indentation ma:rks. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 

Symbols ledger 

I\ .. M 1020 steel 

R2 :: SAE 1045 steel 

~ = SAE 1095 steel 

T = 450 current in amps. 
1 

T2 = 500 curi"ent in amps. 

T3 - 550 current in amps. -
T4 a: 600 current in amps. 

The statistical notations and their description as 
used in the experimental design are as follow: 

DF = Degrees of Freedom 

G = Grand Total 
SS = Sum of Squares 

OoF. = Correction Factor 
N • Total Number of Observations 

1. Correction Factor= (G)2 
w 

2. SS due to Steel 

SS : I: Steel 
No. of treat.~ no. 

3. Treatment sum of Squares 

SS : J: Treatment 
No. of s .eel xno. o o 

steel • C.F. 

steel - C.F. 



4. Interaction Sum of Squares: 

SS • (cell tota1)2 
No. or observation/cell 

- :L(Rep11cation total)2 
No. of treat. x no. Of observation/treat ./steel 

.r(Treatment Total}2 
No. of· steel x no. of observation/treat ./steel+ C .F 

where cell is the total or the observation of' the combination 

of the treatment and steel. 

5. Total observations Sum of Squares: 

SS • (Each observat1on)2 - C.F. 

6. Error Sum of Squares: 

SS = SS of total observations - SS of treatment - SS of 

steel - SS of interaction. 

B. Statistical Procedure. 

Step 1. Tabulation of the experimental results. 

Step 2. Preliminary calculations to obtain sum of squares 

of treatments, steels, total observations, interaction 
between treatments and steals, and sampling error. The 

term "treatment" used in this sense means some action on 

some article, for example; treatment (current) was set for 
steels weld joint in submerged arc welding process. This 

constitutes one treatment. The current was provided in 

four different quantities (450, 500, 550 and 600 amperes) , 
for three different steels, thus giving a twelve different 

treatment combinations for each block or this experiment. 
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The tabulation of 144 hardness observations for each 

block over three steels is shO'Wn in Appendices A, B, C, 

and D. 

Step 3. Analysis of Variance: It is a statist:tcaJ. 

technique to analyze obtained experimental result.a. It is 

the process of' partitioning the sum or squares (SS) into 

components. It is used in estimat:tng; how much or the total 

variation in a set of data can be attributed to one or more 

assignable causes or variation. It also provides for test 

of significance (including F~test) by which we can decide 

whether the assignable causes resu.l ted :tn real va1"'iation or 

whether the apparent variation ascribed to them is the re-

sult only of the chance causes Which produce the erro1., 
variation. In applying this analysis to a process, this 

error variation then~ is the variation due to the method 

of experimentation. 
Step 4. To test the hypothesis to see if any ass:!gneble 

cause variation exists either due to the replications or 

the treatments. 
To test the hypothesis that treatments effects are 

equal, the statistic: 

F • ~~i?_~.JE_e_E1_:';19uare 
error mean square 

For testing the hypothesis that the replications erfects 
a1~e equal, ti1e statistic: 



F e steel mean square 
error mean :qu.are 
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These ratios follows a particular F-distribution curve 

defined by tt1e i1Urnbe;r;- of deg:i."'ees of f:i:-eedorn f'or that c·t.irve. 

Tl:1e F-c1istribution is a family of curves varying with number 

of degrees of' freedom. The magnitude of the F-value enables 

one to dec:lde whetl1er assignable cause exists. This is 

accomplished by defining a limit that the F-Value can i'a.11 

within and still be representative of the parent F-cb.stribu-

tion curveft One end of the curve is then marked off and 

classed the critical area. This is shown in Fig 14. Tl1us;-

if' 'che F-Value falls within this critical region (ratio 

greater than 4.0 in Fig. 14) of F-distribution curve defined 

ceI'tain degrees of freedom, the hypothesis that the treatment 

effects are equal is 1"eJected. If t!le F-Value fell outside 

the critical region {ratio less than 4.0 in Fig. 14} then.I' 

the hy·pothes1s ·that the t::i."eatrnent effects are equal would be 

accepted. 

C. Discussion of Results: As mentioned in previous chapterj 

a considerable amount of scatter is typical o:f ob~:.::1vvat1ons 

made in welding operations. Therefore, to judge the contri·" 

bution to scatter in data attributable to different causes, 

it is necessary to use statistical methods in planning and 

evaluating welding studies. 
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It is evident from the e.xp~rime11tal tensile strength 

result given in table 5 and 6 tha~ maximum tensile strengtl1, 

for three base steel welds with two different electr>odes 

(Hobart's type C-10 and C-20) has been attained generally 

at welding current of 550 amperes. This optimal current 

reproduced with little variation three tensile strength 

results of each steel welds, given in table 7. It is also 

found that the tensile strength variation between steels 

is more than that of' within the steel for the current range 

of 450-600 amperes with both electrodes. It indicates 

that increase carbon contents in steel increase strength, 

which of course was previously laiown. Tensile strength 

variation, within SAE 1095 steel welds with both electrodes 

has been detected larger than that or M 1020 steel and 

SAE 1045 steel. It may be due to the interaction between 

the high carbon steel and the type of electrodes, but this 

could not be statistically tested. It could be concluded 

that teneil~ strength of SAE 1095 steel welds varies 

considerably with the linear difference in currents. The 

optimal settings have been displayed for different steels in 

table 8 and 9. The tensile strength indicated in tables 8 
and 9 are the average of three readings of maximum tensile 

strength results exhibited in table 7 . 
. Statistical test was !10t conducted for the effect of 

eurr>ents on tensile strength or the weld joints because it 
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TABLE 5 

INVESTIGATION OF BREAKING STRENGTH 

OF AS WELDED SPECIMENS WITH 

HOBART TYPE C-10 ELECTRODE 

Block TiJpe or Yield '.Breaking Specimen Current 
No. Steels Stren,th Stren~th Numbers in 

{ps:i. {psi Amps. 

1 M 1020 ~·l,500 64,100 1 450 
41.'100 62,400 2 500 
11-1:500 65,.000 3 550 
40,.500 62,iwo lj. 600 

SAE 1045 48,000 69,000 ~ 450 
47:700 72,000 500 
11•7 ,..,00 ,.. :i I 
47,700 

72,900 
72,600 ~ 550 

600 

s .. l.\.E 1095 91,300 9 450 ... 78;i200 10 500 
116,000 11 550 
105,000 12 600 



Block 
No. 

TABLE 6 

INVESTIGATION OF BREAKING STRENGTH 

OF AS WELDED SPECIMENS WITH 

HOBART TYPE c ... 20 ELECTRODE 

Tj'pe of' Yield Breaking Specimen 
Steels Stre~th Stren,th Numbers 

(es1 (Esi 
M 1020 41:400 64,000 13 

41,400 64,000 14 
41,400 64,100 15 
41,400 63,000 16 

SAE 1045 48,100 59,000 17 48,ooo 64,800 18 
47,800 76,,100 19 
48,800 75,200 20 

SAE 1095 - 77,000 21 - 52,900 22 - 104,000 23 - 85,000 24 

Current 
in 

Amps. 

450 
500 
550 
600 

450 
500 
550 
600 

450 
500 
550 
600 



TABLE 7' 

REPE1'ITIONS OF E:X:PERirt£NT FOR Tl~NSIIE STRENGTH 

Block IJ 1 ~ Hobart type C-10 Electrode 

Steels Spec~i.men Curren:t 'l'ensile Tensile ·Tensile Ave. Tensile 
Numbers in .Amps. Str01~1th Stren~th Strenlth Strength 

-------- ., {psi .(psi) (psi . (2,.Si 

M 1020 3 550 65,.000 65)000 64 1 60C GL!.866 

SitE 101~5 7 550 72,900 '73} 000 ... r2, Boo 7·2, 900 

SAE 1095 11 550 116,000 115..,600 115)800 115,800 
0:) -·--· \Jl 

BlCJck /(: 2. Hobart type C-20 Elec·tr·ode 

Steels Specimen Ct.1rrent 0 Tens:i.le Tensile • Tcii'sTi"e" Ave. -Tensile· 
Numbers in .Amps. Strength Str•enJth StrenD"th Stren!th _ (psi) (psij _ (~1 -----·- ..... _(psi -· .. 

M 1020 15 550 64-; 100 64)000 641300 64,140 

19 550 76sl00 l5)800 76,000 75, 960 

SAE 1095 23 550 104_,000 103,800 103,900 103,900 
-- --
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was :-recognized that vieua.l exam.tnation and a tensile test 

was sufficeent evidence to select the proper current 

setting for the welding situation in question. It would be 

poss:i.ble to conduct the above test statistically; however, 

recommendation is given in this chapter. 

Statistical Interpretation: Statistical results in 

Appendices A and C, show that an increase, linearly, in 

cu~ent has no effect on hardness of weld zone or heat-

affected zone with C-10 electrode on all three steel base 

metels. We are unable~ with this test, to detect difference 

between currents. Therefore, increase in current does not 

affect the hardness of weld zone and heat-affected zone of 

each steel welds With C-10 electrode. However.:> :results 

given in Appendix B, for type C-20 electrode, show the 

si~nificant effects of different currents on hardness or 
weld zone of all three steels. This may be due to the 

effect or higher carbon contents of C-20 electrode than 

tha.t of' C-10 electrode. 

It is also found that hardness of weld zone or 
M 1020 and SAE 1045 steels with both electrodes is obtained 

higher than the hardness of' 11eat•affected zone, which is 

not true with the hardness distribution of a mild steel 

weld discussed in chapter V. This is due to the diffusion 

of carbon contents from heat-affected zone to fusion zone 

during welding operation and atmosphere exclusion. lt is 



Type o'f T 
Steel in. 

M 1020 1/4 

SAE 1045 1/4 

SAE 1095 1/!~ 

TABLE 8 

DOUBLE WELDED SQUARE BUTT WELD JOINTS CARBON STEELS 

s 
in. 

1/16 

1/16 

1/16 

WITH COPPER BACKING OPTINAL \tf.1.~LDING 

CURRENT AND VOLTAGE SETTINGS 

t:Ire 
t 'ij,r Amps. Volts Speed Size 

in. in. ln./min. Dia. 
inch 

1/4 12 550 31 20 3/lG 

1/4 12 550 31 20 3/16 

1/4 12 550 31 20 3/16 

Average 
Tensile 
Stren,th 

{psi 

64,668 

72,900 

115,800 

Hobar'c 
Type 
Elect1"0des 

C-10 0') 
--.;j 

C-10 

C-10 



TABLE 9 
DOUBLE WELDED SQUARE BUTT WELD. JOINTS CARBON S~'EELS 

WITH COPPER BACKING OPTIMAL WELDING 

CURRENT AND VOLTAGE SETTINGS 

Tjpe of Speed Wire Average Hobart 
Steel T s t w Amps. Volts in./min. S1.ze Tensile Type 

in. in. in. in. Dia. Stren,tl1 Electrodes 
inch (osi 

Iv1 1020 1/4 1/16 1/4 12 550 31 20 3/16 64,140 C-20 co 
C0 

SAE 1045 1/4 1/16 1/4 12 550 31 20 3/16 ·75, 960 C-20 

SAE 1095 1/4 1/16 1/4 12 550 31 20 3/16 103,900 C-20 



than tr1at of heat ... affected zone with both elect:i."odes .. 

c-10 and c .... 20 elect1~des have lowe:v Qa:r>bon pel."cent~ than 

1095 eteal ·i;herefore t.he fitaion weld W".lll have lower carbon; 

thereby lot1e:r- hardness,. It could be aoncludect that the 

eut"l-.ent w1 tnin the rat'lge o;t 450-600 amperes increase.a the 

natianeaa of' weld zone of M 1020 steel an.d SAE 1045 steel 

and decreased the ha~'lesa or weld zone ot SA..'€ 1095 eti~el 
with both electvoaes (c ... 10 and e-20)~ 

It haiP beei1 :t\')u.nd trom tbe etat:tstieal ~sults,j given 

1n Appenc1iaes AJI :a~ c and D st'low' that the hardness of weld 

zone ar1d h:t!at-a:rreoted zone of: all tt1ree steels varies 

sign.:t±":toantly.. !Iaro11eea of w~ld zone and. h·~at·aftected 

zone inereasea with a."1 1ncxieaee 1n carbon cont.entis of 

steels (M 1020, SAE iot~;; and 1095). 

The tresulta ,1'Ven in Appendices A ~nd c tnlOW that w-e 
ere unable to dete¢t 1,i·tem~ti0t:"l bei;weeti. steels ai1d cu1Tent$ 

on l'teld ~.one ·OJ.<t heat-affi:':Cted zone With c .... 10 elecrbrode .. 

It could be oonclud.ed that currents and steels ave ;tndeper~
dent of. each other in welds Witn 0-10 elect:ttode. T'ne 

resul.ts are shoill-n in llpfhsndi~ B ~ Thiu ir•dicates an acld.it~6n

a.1 e.rt~ec·t on tt1e hardneae of weld zone due to the oombil1ed 
i11:r1ueuce or ateela end cuv.rents.. Resul ta given in 

Append1x D, anow no inte.rac.t-J.on bettteen steel& and ourrent.s 

o-n neat-affected zQne -t-lth c, ... ~m electrode. 'lberotore ~ 
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steels and currents are independent of each other in heat-

affected zone with C-20 electrode. 

D. Recomm.endation: It has been feasible to design the 

experiment ..ror welding current effects on tensile str>ength 

of different steel 1·1eld jolnts by accepting more i ... epl1cations 

or repetition of' experi.mento At least three replications under 

the same conditions of treatments and other settings or weld-

ing machine are recommended. The results from this analysis 

provide a means to draw the more reliable conclusions. The 

author~ recommends the use of this statistical technique tor 

further investigation in submerged arc welding process. 

However, analysis of val"iance assurnes cons-"cant o- (measure or 

spread} . The author suspects the consistency of er value 

because 0£ the large number complex variables involved in 

submerged arc process,, but there is no way to lmow the true rr 

value. If future investigation shows variation in the a- value 

then the standard analysis of variance technique used in this 

experiment ·becomes practically worthless. 
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COi~CLUS!ON 

From the foregoing discussion of experimental results 

it eould be concluded that: 

l. The welding current 550 amperes was found the most 

app1~priate setting for maximum tensile strength of those 

three S"teels {M 10201 SAE 1045,, and SAE 1095) investigated 

with c-10 and c-20 electrodes within the current range of 

450-600 amperes. 

2. Tensile strength of weld joints increased with a cor-

responding 1nerease in the apparent carbon contents of 

those three steels with both electrodes (C-10 and c-20). 
3. The jo;l.nts welded with C•lO and C•20 elect.rodes pro ... 

" duced a variation of tensile strength of 37,,000 lbs./sq. 
n tt 

in range of (116;000 - 78,,200 lbs./sq.) and 51,,000 lbs./sq. 
fl 

in range oi' (104 6 000 - 521 000 lbs./sq.) respectively within 

the range of 450-600 amperes in SAE. 1095 steel. The joints 

welded with (C-10 and c-20) electrodes produced a variation 
\f of' tensile st~ngth of 2600 l}?s./~q. 1n range of (65,000 -

tt tt 
62,400 lbs~/sq~) and 1100 lbs./sq. in range of (64,100 -
63,000 lbs./sq:) respectively with the same range of current 

in IVI 1020 steel. The joints ·welded with c-10 and c-20 

electrodes produced a variation of tensile strength of 3900 . . . 

" " lbs!/sq. in range of (72,,900 - 69,000 lb~./s':J,.) and 176 100 
" h lbs./sq. in range of (76,100 - 59,,000lbs./sq.) respectively 
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within the cur.rent range 0f -':50 ... 660 amperes in >3AE 1045 

steel. 

4. An increase in current within the range of 450-650 
amperes increased the penetration and increased the re• 

ini~orcement metal on SAE 1045 steel weld bead with c-20 

electrode (see Fig. b,.). 

5. The width of weld bead increased as the voltage in-

cr-eased on SAE lOJ+5 steel ~mlCi bead With C-20 electrode. 

Channel size increased with an increase in voltage within 

the range of 26~36 volts. (See Fig. 5). 
6. The bead size 1~0 reas~d as the speed of the i·1elding 

head decreased on SAE 1011.5 steel weld bead with c-20 

electrode within the ~"B.nge of 15·25 inches per minute. 

(see Fig. 6)~ 

7. As tne \'llre inclination increased within the range 

of o0 .. 10° inclination, using; {C-20 electrode) more weld 

meta.l was deposited on the right side of the weld bead 

cente+' line with respect to the direction of weld111g with 

SAE 1045 stee.l. (See Fig. 7). 
8. The current within the r-ange of 450·600 amperes in-

creased the hardness of the weld zone of M 1020 and SAE 1045 

steels and decreased the hardneos of weld zone of SAE 1095 

steel welds with both c .. 10 and c .. 20 electrodes. 

9. An increase in current within the range of' 450-600 amperes 

does not effect the hardness of the weld zone of all three 
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steels. 

10. The hardness of the ·weld z<Jne and the heat-•aff'ected 

zone increased •i1r1th 1n increase in apparent carbon content 

of a.11 throe Gte~lr~ (1:1 !020,, SAE 1045,, and ,SAE 1095). 

{discussed in Chapte1" IV)~ no doubt H:".,,11 cont!'11.)1lt:J some 

errO'.i." to any data collected :f.'rou tho subne;::og~d arc m~lding 

proces0. Tbe linits or the particular ma.chine current and 

voltage are apprcxit:>lltely :t 15 a,qpe1"0s and ± 1 volt r>espec-

tively for Hobart 800 ar:".pc'ros ;-;Ul')t;lel"g.ed are vrelcl.ing n~a.chine 

used in this thesis investigation. Therefore,, the current 

and voltar,e setti11.gs utilized ::ihould be conntr1..ied within 

the va!'ia.t1on of ± 15 arr1peres and ± J.. volt. 
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APPE.lIDICES 



APPENDIX A (TABLE 1) 

ROCKWELL HARDNESS NUMBER i:B !! SCALE WELD Z01IB, 
HOBART TYPE C-10 ELECTRODE 

Type o:r Steel Hardness reading at six Average Spec:i.men Current 
dif.ferent spots on ·vreld zone values numbers in Amps. 

l 2 3 4 5 6 ... 

M 1020 80 86 85 87 87 80 84 .16 1 !~50 
85 78 80 85 87 84 83.16 2 500 
87 87 92 81 91 89 87.83 3 550 
84 82 '78 84 87 86 83 .50 4 600 

SAE 1045 87 92 85 90 89 92 89.16 5 450 
8'7 82 85 80 92 82 84 .66 6 500 ~ 
84 92 86 89 80 85 86.oo 7 550 g 
78 92~ 94 89 82 89 87 .66 8 600 

SAE 1095 97 97 102 100 101!· 102 100. 33 9 450 
97 97 105 97 97 105 99.66 10 500 
97 104 102 105 105 105 103.00 11 550 
97 97 96 99 97 97 97.16 12 600 
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From the Appendix A. {Table I) the following 

statistical two way classificatlon design was constructed. 

Blocl( # 1. (Weld Zone) 

Currents in Amps. 
Steels Tl T2 T3 T4 

1\ 5 11 10 10 3 5 12 12 19 9 7 3 
12 12 5 10 12 9 6 16 12 9 12 11 

~ 12 17 10 12 7 10 1R 17 11 3 19 i~ 15 14 17 5 17 7 4 11 14 6 

~ 22 22 27 22 22 30 22 29 27 22 22 21 
25 29 27 22 30 22 30 30 23 24 22 22 

The above data have been reduced for the ease of 

computation by deducting '"{5 from each observation. 

C.F ~ (1109) 2/72 = 17,081.7 

SS of Steels : (231}2+ {284)2 t- (594) 2/24 - 17,081.7 = 3208.4 

SS of (Currents) Treatments = (291) 2+-(255)~ (304) 2+ (259) 2/18 

- 17,081.7 = 96.3 
SS or Interaction = (54) 2~{49) 2+ -------- r(l33) 2/6 

- (231) 2+ {284) 2+-(594) 2/24 

- (291) 2+ (255) 2+ (304) 2+ (259) 2/18 

17,,081.7 • 119 
SS of Total Observations = (5) 2+ (11) 2..- -------- +- (22) 2 

- 17J081.7 • 4331.3 
SS of Error = 4331.3 - 3208 - 96.3 - 119 = 912.2. 
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Ana.lysis of Variance 

Source Of 
Variation SS DF MS F 

Steel 3203.8 2 1602 105.3 
Treatment 96.3 3 32.1 2.11 
(Cui:·2~nt) 
Interaction 119 6 19.8 1.30 
(Steelx.Current) 
Error 912.2 60 15.2 

Total 4331.3 71 

Hypothesis No. l: The treatment effects are equal to zero 

Level of Significance: The 5 percent Significance level 

is used. 

Critical Region: The cr-ltical region is that region where 

F > 2. 7581. The degrees or freedom of F are 3 and 60 from 

the statistic. 

F : treatment mean square 
error mean square 

F = 32.1/15.2 = 2.11 with DF 3 and 60 
The sample F-value of 2.11 is less than the critical 

region F-value or 2.7581 and therefore lies outside the 

critical region of the distribution. The hypothesis is 

accepted. This indicates that we are unable to detect a 

significant effect on the hardness of weld zone of 

different steels. 
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Hypothesis No. 2: The hardness effects on steel are equal. 

Level of Significance: The 5 percent significance level 

is used. 

Critical Region: The critical region is that region where 

F > 3 .1504. The degrees of freedom of F are 2 and 60 from 

the statistic. 

F : steel mean square 
error mean square 

F • 1602/15.2 • 105.3 With DF 2 and 60. 

The calculated F-value of 105.3 is greater than the 

critical region value or 3.1504 and therefore lies within 

the critical region of the distribution. The hypothesis 

is rejected. This indicates that hardness of weld zone 

varies significantly from steel to steel. 

Hypothesis No. 3: Interaction exists between currents and 

steels. 

Level of Significance: The 5 percent significance level 

is used. 

Critical Region: The critical region is that region where 

F 7 2 .2540. The degrees of freedom of' F a:re 6 and 60 from 

statistic. 

F = Intera~tion mean square 
error mean square 

F = 19.8/15.2 : 1.30 with DF 6 and 60. 
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The calculated F··Valv.e of 1.30 :i..s lesn than tl1e critical 

:i.--eg:i.on F-value of 2 .25~.Q and theJ.~ei'ore lies outside the 

cr-11,;ical region or the distribution. 'l'l1e hypothesis is 

accepted. This indicates ·i;hat ·we are unable to detect a 

significant interaction betwe>=n cu1 .. rentr. and steels. 



TYPe of Steel 

M 1020 

SAE 1045 

SAE 1095 

APPENDIX B (TABLE 2) 

:OOCKWELL HARDNESS NUMBER "B 11 SCALE WELD ZONE, 
HOBART TYPE C-20 ELECTRODE 

JraliCfness readings at six Average 
values different s2ots on weld zone 

I 2 ~ 4 5 o 
84 84 90 83 81 86 84~66 
82 81 83 88 84 86 84.00 
78 80 83 86 84 82 82.16 
76 75 77 79 82 84 78.66 
84 88 89 92 98 92 90.50 
79 81 84 74 72 74 77.33 
75 76 82 85 83 80 80.16 
78 84 87 81 70 71 78.50 
97 103 100 g6 97 97 98.33 
g6 96 94 96 95 94 95.16 

106 104 102 104 100 97 102.16 
103 104 102 103 99 100 101.83 

Specimen Current 
numbers in Amps. 

13 450 
14 500 
15 550 
16 600 
17 450 
18 500 ,.... 
19 550 c 
20 600 \Ji 

21 450 
22 500 
23 550 
24 600 
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FI'Oi;'! the Append:'Lx B. (To.hle II) ·l-1~ ~ .,., t; ·"01'1 owi r .. ..1. ..J. • l {:) 

statist:i.cal two way class1f:i.cat:'-on desi~n was constructed. 

Block# 2. (Weld Zone) 

Currents in Amps. 
Steels Tl T2 T3 

1\ 14 14 20 12 11 13 8 10 13 6 
13 11 16 18 18 16 16 14 12 9 

~ 14 18 19 ~ 11 14 5 6 12 8 
22 28 22 2 4 15 13 10 11 

R3 27 33 30 26 26 24 36 34 34 33 
26 27 27 26 25 24 32 30 27 33 

The above data have been reduced for the ease 
computation by deducting 70 from each observation. 

C.F = (1297)2/72 = 23040.9 

T4 

5 
12 

16 
0 

34 
29 

of 

SS of Steels • (302}2+(281}2+(705} 2 - 23040.9 = 4758.7 

7 
14 

17 
l 

32 
30 

SS of (Currents) Treatment : (381)2+(283)2+(327)2+ {29'7)2 /18 

- 23040.9 = 314 
SS of Interaction: (88)2+(88) 2+ ~-·----·- +(191) 2/6 

• (302)2T(281)2+{705)2/24 

- {381) 2+ (283)2 ... (327) 2-t-(297)2/18+23040.9 

= 28775.5 - 27799.6 - 23334.9 • 23040.9 
t:: 661.9 

SS or Total Observations :a I:( each observation)2 - C .F 

= (1!}) 2+ {14) 2-t- (20) 2+- ----- +(30):2 

- 23040.9 
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: 29650 - 2301~0. 9 = 6609 

SS of Error = 6609 - 314 "...,.5 ° " ro_ ut:- l . 9 - 't/ v.1 - : 

Analysis of Variance 

Source of 
Va.rlation SS DF MS ------
Steel 4758.'"( 2 2379.3 
Treatment 314 3 104.7 
(Current) 
Interaction 
(Steelx.Current) 661.9 6 110.3 

Error 874.4 60 14.6 

Total 6609 71 ... 

874 .~· 

F 

162.7 
7.2 

7.6 

-

Hypothesis No. 1: The treatment effects are equal to zero 

Level of Signlficance: The 5 percent Significance level 

is used. 

Critical Region: The critical region is that region where 

F > 2. 7581. The degrees of' freedom of F are 3 and 60 from 

the statistic. 

F = treatment mean square 
error mean square 

F : 104. 7/11~.6 = 7 .2 With DF 3 and 60 

The calculated F-value of 7.2 is greater than the critical 

region value of. 2.7581 and therefore lies within the 

critical region of the distribution. The hypothesis is 

rejected. This test indicates the different currents have 
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significantly different effects on the hardness or 
weld zone. 

Hypothesis No 2: The effects of hardness on steels are 

equal. 

Level of Significance: The 5 percent significance level 

is used. 

Critical Region: The critical region is that region wbere 

F > 3 .1504. The degrees of freedom of F are 2 and 60 from 

the statistic. 

F : steel mean square 
error mean square 

F : 2379.3/14.6 • 162.7 with DF 2 and 60 
The calculated F-value of 162.7 is greater than the 

critical region value of 3.1504 and therefore the hypothe-

sis is rejected. This indicates that hardness of 

weld zone varies significantly from steel to steel. 

Hypothesis No 3: Interaction exists between treatment 

{currents) and steels. 

Level of Significance: The 5 percent si~aificance level 

is used. 

Critical Region: The critical region is that region where 

F > 2.2540. The degrees or freedom of F are 6 and 60 from 

the statistic. 
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F = Interaction mean square 
error mean square 

F : 110.3/14.6 a 7.6 With DF 3 and 60 
The calculated F-value of 7.6 ia greater than the critical 

region value of 2.2540 and therefore lies within the 

critical region of the distribution. The hypothesis is 

rejected. This test indicates that there exists a signifi-

cant interaction between steels .and currents 



APPENDIX C (TABLE 3) 

ROCKWELI.1 HARDNESS NUMBER "B 11 SCALE HEAT-AFFECTED ZONE, 
HOBART TYPE C-10 EIECTBODE 

Type of Steel Hardness readings at six Average Specimen Current 
diff'erent spots on values numbers in Amps. 
Heat-Affected zone 

l 2 0 

M 1020 '(2 70 73 75 70 70 71.66 1 450 
72 72 73 73 73 70 71.66 2 500 
70 70 72 72 73 71 71.lW 3 550 
73 70 70 70 73 75 71.73 4 600 

SAE 1045 88 83 89 79 86 86 85.16 5 450 :-• 
;.......:. 

89 84 87 82 84 83 84.83 6 500 0 
84 85 85 80 83 81 83.00 7 550 
90 86 91 83 88 90 88.00 8 600 

SAE 1095 104 104 97 104 99 102 101.66 9 450 
105 105 103 102 97 99 101.83 10 500 
105 107 105 102 103 104 104.33 11 550 
103 104 104 107 100 100 103.00 12 600 
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Fi .. om the Appendix C . (Table 3) tbe following 

statistical two way classification design wa-s c.onst:eucted., 

Block# , (Heat-affected zone) ..L • 

C:u1'"l?ents in .Jlmps,. 
Steels Tl T2 T T 

3 4 

1\ 2 0 3 2 2 3 0 0 2 3 0 
·5 0 0 3 3 0 2 3 1 0 3 

R2 18 13 19 19 14 17 14 15 15 20 16 
9 16 16 12 14 13 10 13 11 13 18 

~ 34 34 ~7 35 35 3·3 35 37 35 33 31i 
34 29 32. 32 27 29 32 33 34 37 30 

The above data have bean :reduced for the ease of 

computation by deducting 70 from each obsei"V-atlon. 

C~F : (1193)2/72 = 19767.3 
SS of Steels :: .( 4·2)2+(366 )2+ (785 )2 ~~-19767 .3 :a. 11563. 9 

0 
5 

21 
20 

34 
30 

SS of (Current) Treatment • (291)2+ (293)2+ (292)2-t-{317)2/18 

- 19767.3 = 26.2 
SS of Interactioit .. (7) 2-r{13)2+ -------------"'" + {30)2/6 

- 31331.2 - 19793.5+19767.3 = 80.l 

SS of Total Observations = {2)2+ (o)2+ -----· +{30 )2 

- 1976'7.3 = 11051. 7 

SS of' E:t•ror : 1205107 - 11563.9 - 80.l - 26.2 :: 381.5 
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Analysis of Variance 

Source of 
Variation SS DF MS F 

Steel 1156309 2 5782 910.5 
Treatment 26.2 3 8.74 lo37 
(Current} 
Interaction 80ol 6 13.34 2.10 
(SteelXCurrent) 
Error 381.5 60 6~35 

Total 11051.7 71 

Hypothesis No. 1: The treatment ef'f'ects are equal to ze;ro 

Level of Significance: The 5 percent Signif'icance level 

1s used. 

Critical Region: The critical region is that regio..11 where 

F > 2. 7581 . The degrees of freedom of' F are 3 and 60 from 

the statistic. 

F : treatment mean square 
error mean square 

F = 8.74/6035 : 1.37 with DF 3 and 60 

The sample F~value of 1.3·7 is less than the critical 

region F-value of 2. 7581 and tl"leref'ore lies outside ·!;he 

critical region of the distribution. The hypothesis is 

acceptedv This indicates that we are u.11able to detect a 

significant effect of currents on the hard..riess ot 
heat-affected z-one. 
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Hypothesis No a 2 ~ The har•dness ei'fects on steels are 

equal .. 

.LeV'el of Significance: The 5 pei~.cent significance level 

is used .. 

Critical Region: The critical region is that re~ion where 

F / 3 .150~... 'The degrees of f'reedom oi' F are 2 and 60 from 

the statist:tc. 

F = steel mean square 
error mean square 

F = 5'782/6 .35 = 910. 5 with DF1 2 and 60 

The calculated F•value or 910.5 is greater than the 

critical region value of 3 .15oti and therei'ore lies within 

the critical region of the distr:1bution. The hypothesis 

is rejected. This indicates tba:t hardness of heat-aff'~cted 

zone varies significantly from steel to steel. 

Hypothesis No. 3: Interaction ex.is.ts between .currents and 

s·teels .. 

Level or S1.gn1ficance: The 5 percent signj.:lica..11ce level 

is used. 

Critical Region: The critical region is that region where 

F > 2. 251~0. The degrees of freedom of F are 6 and 60 from 

the statistics. 

F Q Interaction mean square 
error mean square 



F = 13.34/6.35 • 2.10 with DF 6 and 60 

The calculated F-value of 2.10 is less than the critical 

region F-value ·2.2540 and therefore lies outside the 

critical region of' the distribution. The hypo·thasis is 

accep·ted.. -This indicates that we are unable to detect a 

signd.ficant in·teraction between steels and currents. 



APPENDIX D ( TJ\..BLE 4) 

ROCKWELL HARDNESS NUMBER 11B 11 SCA.LE HEAT-AFFECTED ZONE, 
HOBART TYPE C-20 ELECTRODE 

Type of' Steel Haridness readings at. six Average Specimen Currenr 
dif'f'erent spots on values numbers in Amps. 
Heat-Affected zone 

2 j 4 5 6 

M 1020 76 75 71 73 71 73 73.16 13 450 
76 71 76 75 75 73 74.33 14 500 
73 72 71 73 75 7!~ 73.00 15 550 
72 71 70 71 76 ·rs 73.00 16 600 

SAE 104-5 80 r{8 ?'6 8'"' 85 86 81.66 17 450 I-' ,_ 
I-' 84 79 81 85 84 87 83.33 18 500 \..:> 

78 83 80 84 82 ~~ 81.00 19 550 
70 74 ·ro 82 86 78.00 20 600 

SAE 1095 103 100 97 101} 104 105 102.16 21 1.1,50 
103 102 100 96 100 104 100.83 22 500 

97 98 96 102 97 97 97.83 23 550 
102 96 98 102 103 103 100.66 24 600 



From the Appendix D. (Table 4) ·the .following 

;.:;tatis·l;:leal t1'm ·~-:ay classification design was com::Jtructed~ 

Block # 2.. (Hea:t-affGcted zone) 

Cur:roent ir1 1h;1ps e 

St;ef::ls T, T2 T3 ..!., ---
R [ 

0 5 l 6 1 6 3 , .... 
c!, l 2 

J_ 3 1 3 5 5 3 3 5 4. , 
.J. 

R 10 8 6 " !I. 9 11 8 13 10 0 ..L • 2 12 15 16 15 lli· 17 Ji.j. 12 9 12 

~ 33 30 27 33 32 30 27 28 26 32 
311. 34 35 26 30 3.iJ. 32 27 27 32 . 

-
The above da·i;a ha:v~ been reduced f'or ·i;l'le ease 

computation by deducting 70 f:ro'.11 E)ttch observo.:tion * 

CLF = {10'71)2/72 :u 15931.l 

T;q_ 

1 0 
6 8 

~· •"> v 
16 16 
26 28 
33 33 

of 

".) ~) ,.) 

s:.J or Steels : (81)·-:,. {261)4·+ {729Y/~?l!· :: 25255.1 - 15931.1 

2 2 ? 0 SS of (Cur-rents) Tr>ea:cment ::s {2'l9)+ {291) + (251)-+(250).:.;;/18 

1600- l~o~-1 1 •7n ~ • ~ - J~~~. e V 

SS of' Intcr~ct:lon = (19);. (26) 2-t- ------------ ..-(1811.) 2 /6 
- 25255 - 16001+15931 = 83.8 

38 oi' TotaJ. Observations = {6)2+ (5) 2+- --------- +(33) 2 

- 15931 :.: 10138 

SS of Error ~ 10138 - 9321!. - 70 - 83 .~· ~ 660 .. 2 
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Analysis o,f Variance 

source of 
Variation SS DF MS F 

Steel 9324 2 4662 423 .. 8 
Treatment 70 3 23 .. 4 20127 
{ Cur•rents) 
Interaction 83.8 6 13.96 1 .. 269 
{Steel~Cur:rent) 
Error 660~2 60 11~00 

Total 10:138 71 

Hypothesis No. l~ The treatment effects are equal to zero 

Level of Significance: The 5 percent Significance level 

is used. 

Critical Region~ The critical region is that region where 

F > 2. 7581. The degrees of' freedom of F are 3 and 60 from 

·the statistic. 

F ::;; treatment mean square 
error mean square 

F = 23.4/11 • 2.127 with DF 3 and 60 

The sample F-value of 2.127 is less than the orit:tcal 

region F-value of 2. ·7581 and therei'ore lies outside the 

critical region of the distr:l.bution. The hypothesis is 

accepted. This indicates that we are unable to detect a 

signi.ficant effect o.f currents on the hard..riess of 

heat-aff'ected zone. 



··· ··s • .:... ...L ~ 

Hypothesis Nao 2: The hardness effects on steels are equal 

Level of Sign.ific.a.11ce: The 5 percent significance level 

is used. 

Cr1.tical Reg:ton: The cr1.t.1cal region 1s that region where 

F > 3 .15oq.. The degrees of freedom o.f F are 2 and 60 .from. 

the statistic .. 

F -= steel mean sgua.re 
error mean squ:a~ 

F = ·4662/11 = 423 .8 with DF 2 and 60 

The caleulated F-value of 423.8 j.s greater than the 

critical. region value of' 3 .. 1504 a..11d therefore lies within 

the cr:t 1;1eal :re~on of the distribut.:lon. The hypothe$is 

is rejecte-cL Thia 1.nd:Lcates that hardness of heat"'!'aff'ect.ed 

~one varies sign.i:f':l.cantly from steel to steel . 

Hypothe.sis N'o. 3: Interaction exists between currents and 

steels. 

Level of Significance: The 5 percent s;ignifieance le·V'el 

1.s used .• 

Critical Region:: The crit1eal region is that region where 

p:::> 2.2540 .. The degrees 01' .freedom or Fare 6 and 60 .from 

s.ta. tj_stic . 

F .• Interaction mean square 
error mean square 

F = 13.96/11 • 1.269 with DF 6 and 60 
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The calcula:ted F-value of' 1.269 is less than the critical 

region F-value 2 .,251!·0 and therefore l.ies outsi.de the 

crit.ical region of' tbe distribution. The hypothesis is 

accepted. Th.is indicate.a that we are m1able. to de-tect a. 

significant iriteraction between steels and currents. 



ABSTRACT 

The primary objectives this investigation are: 

1. To present a discussion of known submerged arc welding 

variables and their gener:al affect on weld bead appearance 

2. To design an experiment to :lnvestlgate the af'fect on 

weld Joint st~L'ength and hardness d:lstribution across the 

weldment by using (1) four different welding currents (450, 
500, 550_, and 650 amps). {2) Three different steels 

(M 1020.:1 SAE 1045~ and SAE 1095) and (3) Two different 

electrodes (Hobart type C-10 and C-20) as variables in the 

experiment. 
3. To establish the welding technique and procedure to 

control welding variables. 

4. To collect \mavailable data about the submerged arc 

process by experimen·i;ation and statistically inte1..,pret 

this data. 

After the preliminary investigation, the author 

statistically designed the testing procedure for the 

randomized test specimens f'or hardness of weld zone and 

hear-affected zone and applied statistical technique to 

determine significant effects on weld quality due to the 

variables. The conclusions are given in chapte:r Io 
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